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A view of mechanised boats berthed at the Mangalore Fisheries Harbour. 
A view of the fish landed by mechanised trawlers at the Cochin Fisheries Harbour. 
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1. FISHERIES HARBOURS IN MAHARASHTRA 
Maharashtra is one of the major maritime sta-
tes in India with a coastline of 720 km. There are 
five maritime districts viz. Thane, Greater Mum-
bai, Ralgad. Ratnaglri and Sindhudurg from 
where the fishing vessels operate (Fig. 1). The 
state jointly with Gujarat contributed about 8.5 
lakh tonnes of marine fish in 1994 which formed 
36 % of the total marine fish production of India. 
RAIGAD. 
Badtiflie Districts t 
Rshing areas of Maharashtra 
bared vassals 
SINDHUDURQ 
Fig. 1. Maritime districts and Ashing areas of Maharashtra 
based vessels. 
The major fish landings of the state comprise 
Bombay duck, croakers, ribbonflshes. cat fishes, 
carangids. mackerel, pomfrets. penaeid and non-
penaeid prawns and cephalopods. 
There are about 8.000 country crafts and 
7,000 mechanised boats operating along the 
Maharashtra coast. The major gear being opera-
ted are trawl nets, purse seines, gill nets, dol 
nets and hooks and line. 
When the fish is caught in such large quanti-
ties and many fishing vessels operate regularly, 
it is imperative that landing and berthing facili-
ties be developed. This becomes more significant 
because In addition to the safety of the vessels, 
facilities should also be there for adequate stora-
ge, transportation and hygienic handling. All 
these facilities are supposed to be provided by 
the fisheries harbours. 
There are three categories of the fisheries har-
bours, viz.. major fisheries harbours, minor fishe-
ries harbours and landing centres. By definition 
'major fisheries harbours' are those which are fal-
ling within the jurisdiction and administrative 
control of commercial port trusts. The Govern-
ment of India provides 100 % funds for construc-
tion of such harbours through the respective 
port trusts. The selection of sites, investigations, 
preparation of plans and estimates and execu-
tion of the work are entirely carried out by the 
port trusts. 
In the case of 'minor fisheries harbours' the 
cost of construction is shared between the state 
governments and the Central Government as per 
the approved pattern of assistance from time to 
time. 
The gearwise number of fishing units being 
operated from the major and minor ports of Maha-
rashtra are shown in Table 1. The Fish landing 
TABLE l. Gearwise operational fishing units (numbers) at mqlor 
& minor fisheries harbours of Maharashtra 
Gear 
Trawlers 
Purse seiners 
Dol netters 
Gill netters 
Hooks & line 
Major 
Sassoon 
Docks 
700-800 
60 
125-150 
70 
25 
harbours 
New Ferry 
Wharf 
1,000-1,100 
_•_ 
25-30 
10-12 
25-30 
Minor 
harbours 
Mirkarwada 
400 
•^_ 
-
10-12 
_•_ 
- • - = Occasional landings only. 
- = Particular gear not operational. 
The figures given are the number of operational units during 
the peak fishing season. The number of total registered units 
are more. 
Prepared by : V.V. Singh and Kuber Vidyasagar, Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, Muinbai - 400 001, India. 
centres form the last category eind these are set 
up by combined efforts of the state govt, and 
other agencies depending upon the size and natu-
re of facilities and the initial cost of construc-
tion. 
At present there are 184 fish landing centres 
in the five maritime districts of Maharashtra. 
However, there are only three harbours namely 
Sassoon Docks, New Ferry Wharf and Mirkar-
wada which have properly constructed perma-
nent facilities for fish landings. The first two har-
bours are in the Greater Mumbai District under 
the direct control of the Mumbai Port Trust while 
the third one is in Ratnagiri District which has 
been constructed by the state fisheries depart-
ment under the centrally sponsered scheme. 
Although there are 184 landing centres it 
was not possible to construct the Jetties, platfor-
ms, quays or regular harbours at all the landing 
centres and fish landing is done by the fishermen 
at the natural landing sites. 
The state fisheries department has identified 
thirteen major landing centres (Table 2) where 
fisheries harbours need to be constructed. There 
TABLE 2. Distncbvise list offish landing centres 
Name of the landing centre District 
Agrao 
Sarjekot 
Sakimate 
Agardanda 
Satpatl 
Rewas 
Deogad 
Keiranja 
Trombay 
Rajapurl 
Ambao 
Buraundi 
Pedwe 
Raigad 
Slndhudurg 
Ratnagiri 
Raigad 
Thane 
Raigad 
Slndhudurg 
Raigad 
G. Mumbai 
Raigad 
Slndhudurg 
Slndhudurg 
Ratnagiri 
is a plan to develop these harbours in a phased 
manner as huge capital is required for this. Initial-
ly identified places are Satpatl in Thane District, 
Agrao in Raigad District, Sakhimate In Ratnagiri 
District and Sarjekot and Deogad (Anandwadi) in 
Slndhudurg District. 
Major fisheries harbours of Maharashtra 
There are two major fisheries harbours in 
Maharashtra; the Sassoon Docks and the New 
Ferry Wharf. These are located in the city of 
Mumbai. 
The fishermen operating from the Sassoon 
Docks and New Ferry Wharf do not allow outsi-
ders to operate fishing vessels from their respec-
tive ports. 
Sassoon Docks (Mumbai) 
Sassoon Docks (Fig. 2) is the oldest Fisheries 
Harbour of Maharashtra and comes under the 
purview of the Mumbai Port Trust. The old har-
bour was overcrowded and congested and therefo-
re with the assistance of the Govt, of Irvdi^ under 
centrally sponsored scheme extension and work 
of the harbour was undertaken and is almost 
complete now. 
Fig. 2. Sassoon Docks (old) Fisheries Harbour, Mumbai. 
Recently from September 1996 the fishing 
operations have started from the New jetty (Fig. 
3) of the Sassoon Docks Fisheries Harbour which 
can handle many larger boats and purse seiners 
at a time. 
Fig. 3. New jetty of the Sassoon Docks Fisheries Harbour 
Mumbai. 
During the peak fishing season the operative 
gear from the Sassoon Docks are mainly trawls, 
purse seines, dol nets, gill nets and hooks & line 
(Table 1). 
Eairlier about 50 nos. of purse seiners and 
about 700 to 800 trawlers were being operated 
during the season. The purse seiners are of 15 m 
length while the trawlers are of 12-15 m length. 
The trawlers operating here are somewhat wider 
than those in the other regions. 
During fishing season the trawlers underta-
ke 4-5 days trips and each vessel land around 3 
to 4 t of fish including 800 kg of head-on 
shrimps. 
New Ferry Wharf (S/Iumbai) 
The New Ferry Wharf (Fig. 4) was construc-
ted to accommodate the additional trawlers from 
Fig. 4. New Ferry Wharf Fisheries Harbour, Mumbai. 
Gujarat and to provide facilities for fish landings. 
The harbour was commissioned in April 1980. 
The new jetty for fish landings is an extention of 
the old 'Bhau-cha-Dhakka' which is used as a 
passenger jetty of Mumbai harbour. A small 
bridge connects the main land with the jetty (Fig. 
5) and facilities like diesel bunk, auction hall etc. 
are available for the vessels using the harbour. 
Trawlers, mostly from the Gujarat state visit 
Mumbai (New Ferry Wharf) seasonally and about 
1,000 to 1,100 trawlers are operated from this 
centre during fishing season I.e. from August-
September to May. These vessels Eire 8-10 m in 
length and 2.5-3 m in width. They also conduct 
4-5 days fishing at a time. 
Fig. 5. Bridge connecting New Ferry Wharf Jetty and main 
land, Mumbai. 
Minor fisheries harbour of Maharashtra 
There is only one minor fisheries harbour in 
Maharashtra I.e. Mlrkarwada at Ratnagiri. 
Mirkarwada (Ratnagiri) 
This fisheries harbour has been constructed 
by the State Government under the centrally 
sponsored scheme at Ratnagiri. This is the only 
harbour taken up by the State Government with 
assistance from Govt, of India. The harbour at a 
cost of Rs. 344 lakhs was sanctioned by the 
Govt, of India in 1976 and the work commenced 
in 1977. 
Although the entire construction work of the 
harbour was to be completed within a period of 
four years from the date of sanction, the construc-
tion work was delayed on account of various unfo-
reseen difficulties. The important works like con-
struction of break water walls, jetties, quays, slop-
ping hard etc. were completed by 1987-'88, but 
anclUaiy works such as internal roads, water sup-
ply, levelling, drainage etc. are yet to be com-
pleted. Owing to delay in the works, the revised 
proposal with an estimated cost of over 1,800 
lakhs has been submitted by the State Govt, to 
the Govt, of India. 
Since the major works of this harbour were 
almost completed, the local fishermen have start-
ed making use of this harbour since 1988-'89. 
Presently, there are over 400 fishing vessels ope-
rating from this harbour. 
The major problem faced in the smooth run-
ning of this harbour is excessive silting. 
Recently, the State Department has approacljed 
the Dredging Corporation of India for exploring 
the possibility of undertaking dredging work. The 
estimated cost of dredging is likely to be around 
Rs. 200 lakhs. 
Important fish landing centres of 
Maharashtra 
Most of the fish landing centres in Maha-
rashtra have good support of the co-operative 
societies. Fishermen at these places are able to 
overcome the difficulties due to landings at natu-
ral sites because of their combined efforts and 
understanding. 
The Maharashtra Govt, has already underta-
ken some efforts to prepare status reports of 
some of the major landing centres. The reports 
for the Dahanu, Satpati, Revas, Mora, Dighl, Jai-
garh, Ratnagiri and Deogarh landing centres 
have already been prepared in collaboration with 
the Central Institute of Coastal Engineering and 
Fishery (CICEF). Bangalore. 
Three different types of flsh landing centres 
in Maharashtra are described below to get a gene-
ral idea about the conglomeration of these 
centres. 
Versova 
The Fish landings at Versova are done at 
natural site along the creek (Fig. 6). This landing 
Fig. 6. Fish landings at natural site, Versova. Mumbai. 
centre assumes additional importance because it 
falls within the city limits of the Greater Mumbai 
and is the biggest among the 23 fishing villages 
of the District. 
Most of the Versova fishermen keep their 
fishing confined to inshore waters upto 35 
metres depth and around 30 km away from the 
shore. About 335 boats of OAL ranging from 5 to 
15.5 m size operate from here. Of these, 175 are 
dol netters, 140 trawlers and 20 gill netters. This 
centre was exclusively a dol net centre till late 
seventies but the trend changed and dol net 
units were converted to small trawlers for daily 
fishing. 
There is a high degree of co-operation among 
fishermen here. All activities related to fisheries 
at this landing centre are so excellently coordina-
ted that it becomes an example to emulate. 
Satpati 
This is one of the major landing centres in 
Thane District. Fishermen of this landing centre 
have a multipurpose co-operative society establi-
shed in 1944. The society has well established 
departments for diesel, fishing equipments, own 
ration shops, ^aiarketing, ice factory, transport 
and boat building yards. 
Agardanda 
Agardanda, in Raigad has been selected for 
construction of deep sea fishing harbour. This 
will be a centrally sponsored scheme and the engi-
neering investigations for this project are being 
undertaken by the CWPRS, Pune. 
Problems and prospects of major & minor 
fisheries harbours and landing centres of 
Maharashtra 
Though there are many problems in the con-
struction and maintenance of the fisheries har-
bours the major ones faced in the Maharashtra 
are : 
Time and cost over-runs 
The main problem in the developments of the 
fisheries harbours in Maharashtra had been the 
time and cost over-runs. Usually it took more 
than the anticipated time in the development of 
the facilities than planned and this had led to the 
cost over-runs and slow progress. 
Un-even spread of the fisheries harbours 
Due to localised export purchases and pre-
sence of limited wholesale markets in and around 
Mumbai most of the fishing vessels concentrate 
on few harbours and thus create pressure on 
some harbours which lead to under-utilization of 
the other harbours. 
Poor maintenance of the fisheries harbours 
Maintenance of the fisheries harbours after 
their completion is as Important as their construc-
tion. At present very few harbours are maintai-
ned properly as per the needs of the users. The 
users of the Sassoon Docks for example had a 
long list of their problems till recently before the 
new Jetty was completed. They had problems rela-
ted to space, water, storage and other ancillary 
facilities. Many fish landing centres in Maha-
rashtra are facing the problem of excessive silta-
tion at natural sites. 
While there are problems it is also hearte-
ning to note that realization has come now for 
the development of fisheries harbours according 
to the needs of the fishing industry. 
Efforts are being concentrated on providing 
all-weather protection for fishing vessels, adequa-
te draft and berthing facilities for operation of big-
ger vessels and a comprehensive development of 
offshore facilities with road and rail links for 
quick disposal of fish. The Maharashtra Govt, 
has undertaken a crash programme for the Deve-
lopment of Fisheries Harbours in Maharashtra 
(Annual Development Plan, 1995-'96). 
Under the crash programme the State Govt, 
had decided to incur an expenditure of Rs. 164.9 
lakhs and the Central Govt, would contribute Rs. 
38.00 lakhs (total 202.9) and under this program-
mes the following centres are being developed : 
Landing centre 
Agardanda 
Agrao 
Mirkarwada 
Sakimate 
Hame 
Sarjekot 
Anandwadi 
District 
Raigad 
Raigad 
Ratnagiri 
Ratnagiri 
Ratnagiri 
Sindhudurg 
Sindhudurg 
The problems at Sassoon Docks are also lar-
gely solved as new harbour is planned to be equip-
ped with facilities like an ice plant, a peeling 
shed, fish auction hall, workshops for repairing 
boats, larger water tank (Fig. 7), a laboratory. 
Wfr-
Fig. 7. Larger water tank at the new jetty of the Sassoon 
Docks Fisheries Harbour. Mumbai. 
dispensary, fish drying yards and sufficient 
space for parking lorries and handcrafts (Fig. 8). 
Fig. 8. Space for parking lorries and handcarts at the new 
jetty of the Sassoon Docks Fisheries Harbour. 
Marketing 
As far as marketing from the fisheries har-
bours of Mahcirashtra is concerned it consists of 
both domestic marketing and exports. There arc 
six exporter,', at Sassoon Docks and three of 
them have tneir own processing plants whu h 
export about 1.500 t of fish every month. 
In respect of domestic marketing the fisher-
men's co-operatives and Nakhavas act as auctio-
neers and sell the catches of their clients. In addi-
tion to the three major haroburs the same system 
is followed at centres such as Versova, Satpati, 
Vasal, Amala, Naigaon, Uttang and other centres. 
Co-operatives buy fish from their members 
and sell to exporters. Non exportable fish are 
taken to the Crawford market for auction. The 
exporters also buy about 20 % of their require-
ments from Crawford market but percentage is 
dependent on other conditions. 
Eventhough the fisheries harbours in Maha-
rashtra may not have excellent facilities to cater 
to the needs of the fishing industry; due to the 
joint efforts of the Government, fishermen and 
the fishermen co-operative societies these har-
bours are able to meet the day to day require-
ments. It is expected that with the recent efforts 
undertaken by various agencies the fishermen of 
the state will have proper landing and disposal 
facilities in the near future. 
Authors are thankful to Dr. M. Devaraj, Direc-
tor, for the suggestions to Mr. K.B. Waghmare 
and Mr. J.S. Hotgi for the help in the collection ol 
background material and to Mr. S.K. Sujit for the 
help in preparing figures and tables. 
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2. FISHERIES HARBOURS AND FISHERY IN UTTARA KANNADA DISTRICT 
OF KARNATAKA AND GOA STATES 
Kamataka Is the fifth largest producer of 
marine fish In the country. The total coastal leng-
th of Karnataka is 300 km, and has got a rich con-
tinental shelf The relevant particulars regarding 
the fisheries harbours and the related aspects 
are given in Tables 1-10. 
T A B L E l. Fisheries harbours, their status, length, cost and 
berthing capacity 
T A B L E 3. Canning plants, fish meal plants and,fish oil plants 
and their capacity (in tonnes) as on 31.3.1995. 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
J. 
Harbour 
Honnavar / 
Kasaragod 
' .adri 
Belikeri 
Karwar 
Bhatkal 
S ta tus & 
length 
Major, 
200 m 
Major. 
250 m 
Je t ty 
Minor 
(Wharf). 
165 m 
N.A. 
Cost of 
conctn 
(Rs.m 
lakhs) 
Rs. 24.14 
(1982) 
Rs. 144.96 
(1996) 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
Berthing 
capacity 
4 0 fishing 
crafts 
50 " " 
N.A. 
3 3 fishing 
crafts 
N.A. 
T A B L E 2. ice plants, cold storages, freezing plants, frozen stora-
g ' and their capacity in Karnataka State as on 31.3.1995 
{capacity in tonnes) 
SI.- Ownership 
No. 
No. 
Freezing Frozen 
plants storages 
Cap. No. Cap. No. Cap. No. Cap. 
Ice plants Cold 
storage 
1. Government 
2. Private 
3. KFDC 
4. Federation 
5. Cooperative 
2 25 - - 1 
86 1.151 28 1.361 14 
8 100 6 340 6 
1 15 1 30 1 
1 5 - - -
5 1 100 
67 12 1.390 
58 6 1,150 
5 1 100 
District Canning 
p lants 
No. Cap. 
Uttara Kannda 2 1 
Fish meal 
p lants 
No. Cap. 
30 NA 
Fish oil 
No. Cap. 
1 NA 
T A B L E 4. Centrewise marine Fish Uim lings in Uttara Kannada 
District of Kamataka Slate fqiin lui in tonne and value in 
Rs. lakhs in brackets) 
SI. 
No. 
Fishing 
centre 
1990-'91 1991-'f)2 l992-'93 1993-'94 1994-'95 
1. Majali 
2. Karwar 
3. Binaga 
4. Arga 
5. Chendia 
6. Kodar 
7. Harwad 
8. Keni 
9. Gangavali 
10. Tadri 
11. Kumta 
12. Honnavar 
373 
(15.96) 
8,012 
(378.52) 
39 
(2.75) 
31 
(1.52) 
237 
(9.51) 
245 
(10.74) 
2,211 
(77.74) 
694 
{(32.51) 
875 
(53,56) 
4,554 
(193,94) 
1,553 
(83.89) 
12.599 
(381.44) 
4.'!) 
121.44) 
9,975 
(583.51) 
94 
(8.48) 
86 
(3.63) 
552 
(27.01) 
553 
(42.40) 
2,026 
(119.61) 
736 
(42.13) 
704 
(75.31) 
5,833 
(255.70) 
1,692 
(74.61) 
6,456 
(316.20) 
936 
(30.61) 
9,827 
(543,74) 
43 
(3.95) 
33 
(2.92) 
320 
(13.34) 
261 
(42.25) 
2.961 
(152.27) 
707 
(45.08) 
816 
(38,46) 
6,564 
(281.53) 
1,658 
(74.66) 
4,417 
(255,04) 
276 
(16.49) 
9,664 
(526.12) 
49 
(4.50) 
20 
(1.34) 
345 
(26.92) 
335 
(43.83) 
2.277 
(173.05) 
506 
(41.84) 
1,339 
(53.65) 
5.873 
(489.08) 
1,022 
(88.31) 
5,508 
(342,51) 
300 
(18.22) 
7,666 
(568.64) 
97 
(10.10) 
46 
(3.18) 
338 
(25.62) 
289 
(120.81) 
2,202 
(325,47) 
492 
(46.41) 
1.533 
(92.1) 
10,335 
(1049.40) 
1.454 
(133.18) 
5,992 
(385.17) 
Total 98 1.296 35 1,731 22 135 20 2,740 
Total 31,423 29,141 28.543 27,214 30,744 
(1,242.08) (1,570.03) (1,483.85) (1,807,64) (2,778.71) 
Besides the above fisheries harbours there 
are 28 fish landing centres in Karnataka of 
which 12 centres namely Majali, Karwar, Binaga, 
Arga, Chendia, Kodar, Harwada, Keni, Ganga-
vali, Tadri, Kumta and Honnavar are important. 
Comparison between potential yield from the 
ground fished and annual yields 
upto a depth of 50 m. The marine fish landing 
has enhanced from 80.000 t in 1956-'57 to 
2.18.000 t i n 1995-'96. 
With a couple of mechanised boats at the 
time of reorganisation of the state during 1956, 
the Karnataka state now enjoys a fleet of 4,844 
mechanised boats. Uttara Kannada District 
alone has 902 units. 
TABLE 5. Yearwise marine fish production and its value in 
rupees/lakhs in Karnataka 
Year 
The Karnataka State has 300 km long coast 
line and 27,000 square km of continental shelf 
area rich in pelagic fishes. Traditionally the Kar-
nataka coast is known as "Mackerel Coast. The 
fisheries resource potentials in the Exclusive Eco-
nomic Zone and in 0-50 fathom depth zone off 
Karnataka are estimated to be 4.25 and 2.69 
lakh t respectively. At present the fishing activity 
is mainly concentrated in the inshore waters 
TABLE 6. Marine Jish Umdir\g by different types of gear/quantity (in tonnes) and value (Rs. in lakhs) 
Year 
Quantity (in 
tonnes) Value 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
1,85,706 
1,80,843 
1,74,193 
1,74,522 
1,72,500 
5,858.00 
8.177.85 
10,514.33 
14,443.00 
18,629.54 
Pursesiners Trawlers Other mechanised 
boats 
Rampani Other non 
meachanised Total 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
1990-'91 1,07.095 2,725.67 58,950 2,146.58 8.826 248.75 
1991-'92 94,713 4,015.93 63,242 2,737.45 10.883 671.95 
1992-'93 73,117 3,677.12 75,167 4,090.81 14,813 646.14 
1993-'94 69,494 5,079.80 75,674 6,660.01 16,711 1,505.73 
1994-'95 54,631 5,770.09 85,862 9,386.46 13,874 1,410.26 
542 16.92 10,293 720.08 1,85,706 5.858.00 
702 31.54 11,303 720.98 1,80,843 8,177.85 
94 4.66 11,002 2,095.60 1,74,193 10,514.33 
331 36.51 12,312 1,160.95 1,74,522 14,443.00 
780 74.42 17,353 1,988.31 1,72,500 18,629.54 
TABLE 7. Meclianised boats (in nos) in Uttara Kannada District 
of Karnataka State 
Year Purse 
seiners 
Trawlers Gill 
natters 
Others 
1990 - '91 
1991 - -92 
1992 - '93 
1993 - '94 
1994 - '95 
118 
123 
127 
127 
133 
706 
721 
722 
722 
769 
519 
487 
543 
543 
544 
40 
89 
108 
108 
70 
Marketing it\frastructiire 
TABLE 8. Disposition of marine fish production (in tonnes) 
SI.No. Nature of 
disposition 
1990-'91 I991-'92 1992-'93 1993-'94 1994-'95 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Marketing fresh 
Curing 
Freezing 
Reduction 
Canning 
Fish manure 
Miscellaneous 
89,692 
48.728 
8,189 
7,195 
4,016 
17,532 
10,354 
87,457 
43,594 
13,264 
8,094 
5,141 
20,976 
2,317 
83,958 
46,588 
10,057 
526 
1,907 
29.862 
1,295 
81,026 
42,618 
10,239 
254 
3,760 
29,373 
7,252 
75,112 
46,388 
10,961 
167 
3,385 
31,619 
6,118 
Total 1,85,706 1,80,843 1,74,193 1,74,522 1,73,750 
Management for sustained development 
The state Government has enacted the Karna-
taka Marine Fishing Regulation Act 1986 to har-
vest the marine resources in a systematic man-
ner, to avoid overexploitatlon and conserve mari-
ne fishery wealth. Fishing by the mechanised 
boats (during 1st June to 31st August every year) 
has been banned to enable fish to breed and 
avoid casualty to men during rough weather. To 
have control over mechanised fishing boats and 
help traditional fishing, a zone of 10 kms from 
the coast is reserved for traditional fishing boats. 
Appointing authorised officers, arbitrators and 
appellate au.:hority and registrations and licen-
sing of fishing boats has been taken up under 
the act. 
In order to bring the maintenance of all the 
fishing harbours under one umbrella the Karnata-
ka Fishing Harbour Terminal Authority Act, 
1986 has been enacted by the Government of Kar-
nataka. Collection of levies, wharfage and other 
charges will be done through the proposed 
fishing harbour terminal authority. It will be res-
ponsible for the maintenance of fishing harbours 
which includes cleanliness, providing drinking 
water, electricity and other basic amenities in 
the fisheries harbours. 
Goa State 
The state of Goa has a coast line of about 
104 km. The highly productive fishable area in 
the sea extends upto 10-15 m and covers approxi-
mately a total area of 5,000 sq.km. Mackerels 
and sardines are economically most important 
fishes as they form 55 % of the total fish lan-
dings. One of the major advances in this fishery 
has been the introduction of mechanised purse 
seiners, trawlers and the motorisation of traditio-
nal crafts engaged for gill netting and driftnet 
fishing. The number of mechanised boats registe-
red with the Directorate of Fisheries under 
M.F.R. Act is 900 units. There are 5 fish landing 
jetties and 16 ramps along the coast of Goa state 
whose details are given in Table 9 & 10 and the 
production details are given in Table 11. 
TABLE 9. Fish landing jetties in Goa 
Centres Status & 
Length (m) 
Cost of con-
stn. (Rs. 
lakhs) 
Berthiiij^ 
capacity (in 
units) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
T 
Talpona Minor, 
Cortalim Minor, 
Cutbona Minor. 
Malim Mionr, 
Chapora Minor, 
30 
34 
144 
H I 
80 
ABLE 10. Pish landing centres 
1. Tapona 
2. Assoina 
3 . Marvel 
4. Caranzalem 
5. Odxel 
6. Sinqueri 
7. Orda Candolim 
8. Keripernem 
NA 
NA 
Rs 
Rs 
Rs 
in Goa 
9. 
10. 
U . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
18.59 
72.28 
80,03 
Nerul 
30-40 
30-40 
150-160 
150-200 
75-100 
Marcaim (Tonca) 
Cundai 
Bondora 
Gude (Siolim) 
Bande (Assagao) 
Vagator 
Betul 
Other information on ramps are not availabe. 
T A B L E 11. Production details 
Years 1991 
Total fish Ian- 75 ,623 
dings in tonnes 
(Provisional) 
1992 
96.333 
1993 
1,00,922 
1994 
95.840 
Information on all other aspects are not available at 
present . 
8 3 7 MAJOR AND MINOR FISHERIES HARBOURS OF INDIA 
3 . THE FISHERIES HARBOURS AND FISHERY IN SOUTH KARNATAKA 
Area covered 
The fisheries harbours situated in the 
coa5 tal region of south Karnataka from Talapady 
in south to Manki-madi (Uttara Kannada 
District) in the north is included here (Fig. 1). 
Layout of the harbours 
The layouts of the 3 major fishing harbours 
(Mangalore, Malpe and GangoUi) and 2 minor har-
bours (Hangarcutta and Bhatkal) are given in 
Fig. 2-6. 
Status of harbours 
The status of the fisheries harbours, number 
and type of fishing vessels operating from minor 
and major fisheries harbours in the region are 
given in Table 1. There are 3 major harbours and 
4 minor harbours in the region. These centres 
cater almost exclusively to the needs of mechani-
sed fishing sector, the principal gear being trawl 
(single day and multi-day), purse seine and gill-
net and in addition a few small long liners. Mecha-
nised trawl fishing in the region is carried out 
principally by two fleet. The multi-day fleet, 
whose number is growing at a fast pace at both 
Mangalore and Malpe harbours, undertakes mul-
tiple day voyages (upto 7 days) in depths upto 
100 m. Recently multi-day longliners are also ope-
rated from these centres principally for sharks. 
The purse seine fleet (293 nos) is mainly con-
centrated in the 3 major harbours. Of late, their 
number is on the decline with some of them 
being converted to multi-day trawl fishing and a 
few functioning as combination vessels (purse sel-
l ing during the peak pelagic season and muti-
Prepared by : K. Sunilkumar Mohamed, P.U. Zacharia, Prathibha I'obit, S. Kemparaju, C. Purandhara and Lingappa, 
Mangalore Research Centre of CMFRI, Mangalore - 575 001, India. 
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Fig. 1. Location of lisheries harl^ours Soutli Karnataka. 
day trawling during the rest of the season). The lar-
gest fleet in all the harbours is the small coastal 
trawlers (single day fleet - 30-32 footers) operating 
on daily basis in the nearshore areas upto 25 m 
depth. Their number is decreasing due to dwind-
ling profits and no additions to fleet have taken 
place during the last few years. 
In total, there are more than 2,400 mechani-
sed fishing vessels comprising 1,871 trawlers, 293 
purse seiners, 245 drift gillnetters and 19 longli-
ners distributed among the 3 major and 4 minor 
fisheries harbours in south Karnataka. 
There are 51 beach landing centres in the area 
covered (Table 2) which are classified as minor lan-
ding centres. A unique feature of all these centres 
is that all of them have tarred approach roads. A 
list of craft and gear employed at each of these 
centres is also given in Table 2. These centres ope-
rate almost exclusively mechanised and non-
mechanised artisanal gear and in addition, a few 
small trawlers are also present In one of the 
centres. The non-mechanised artisanal gears are 
Fig. 2. The lay out of the Mangalore Fisheries Harbour (major). 
mainly concentrated in the northern regions (Utta-
ra Kannada District), while mechanised (outboard 
engines) artisaneil gears are in vogue in the sou-
thern regions. 
Cost of construction and infrastructure 
The cost of construction of the major and 
minor fisheries harbours In the region is given in 
Table 3. Maximum allocations have been made to 
Mangalore and Malpe fishing harbours?. The minor 
harbours are yet to be developed. In the case of Hej-
madi Kodi, Rs. 95 lakhs is already sanctioned (on 
31-10-'95) for its development under a centrally 
sponsored scheme. 
The infrastructures available (quays, jetties. 
Fiy 3. The lay out of the .vlalpe Fisheries Harbour (major). 
auction halls, berthing capacity, other amenities 
and marketing infrastructure) at the 3 major and 2 
minf<r harbours are listed in Table 4. Mangalore 
and Malpe fisheries harbours are fairly well develo-
ped. Although Gangolli caters to a large number of 
mechanised fishing vessels, the facilities available 
there are meagre. The recent trend of multi-day 
trawlers and longliners exploiting deeper areas 
lecessitates better radio telephone communica-
tion facilities at all the major fishing harbours. 
Processing industries 
The number of ice plants, cold storages, pro-
cessing plants, canning plants and fish meal 
plants in the region are given in Table 5 together 
with their production capacity. The large number 
of ice plants and their production capacity of 951 
tonnes/day are primarily meant for the substanti-
al intake of ice by the multi-day trawlers for their 
voyages. The number of processinglndustriesloca-
HALAOI RIVER 
Fig. 4. The lay out of the Gangolli Fisheries Harbour (major) 
ted adjacent to each fisheries harbour is indicated 
in Table 4. 
Production details 
Yearwlse (3 years: 1992-'93 to 1994-'95) and 
gearwise production details in respect of Mangalo-
re and Malpe fisheries harbours are given in Table 
6 & 7. During 1994-'95 Mangalore fisheries har-
bour produced 47,315 tonnes (56 % multi-day 
trawl; 16 % single day trawl; 26 % purse seine; 1% 
artisanal and 1 % gillnet) by all gear, while Malpe 
fisheries harbour produced 18,708 tonnes (40 % 
multi-day trawl; 20 % single day trawl; 35 % purse 
seine; 4 % artisanal and 1 % gillnet). Separate pro-
duction data with regard to other centres major, 
medium and minor) are not available. 
Potential yields and current yields 
Comparison of MSY levels and current yields 
ol major commercial species occurring at Mangalo-
10 
Fig. 5. The lay out of the Haiij;ariiiii;i Fisheries Harbour 
(major). 
re/Malpe region are given 
in Table. 8. Majority of the 
species are fully or overex-
ploited. Only a few species 
like goatfish and small shr-
imp in trawl and tunas in 
gillnets offer scope for incre-
ased exploitation. Since the 
grounds of the multi-day 
fleet of trawl are being expa-
nded every year (boats exp-
loiting more deeper areas) 
many of the MSY estimates 
have subsequently become 
underestimates. 
Marketing infrastructure 
Wholesale and retail 
fresh fish markets are well 
developed in the region (Table 4). The Kamataka 
State Fisheries Development Corporation (KFDC) 
has a cold chain to market frozen marine flsh to the 
interior districts of Kamataka. Dry flsh production 
and marketing (wholesale and retail) are also well 
developed. 
Management for sustained development 
Management of marine fishery resources of 
the state has received the attention of the Govern-
ment and the State Fisheries Department. The 
Government of Karnataka (GOK) passed the model 
Marine Fisheries Regulation Act in July, 1986 
and subsequently the rules were issued in August, 
1987. This act provides for: 
1) Registration of all fishing vessels including non-
mechanised country craft at their respective 
base ports. 
2) Licensing of fishing vessels for fishing in speci-
fied areas. 
3) Regulation, restriction or prohibition of fishing 
in specified areas. 
4) Regulation or restriction of number of fishing 
vessels for fishing in specified areas. 
5) Regulation, restriction or prohlbiton of catch of 
particular species of flsh or use of particular 
gear in any specified area. 
6) Fixation of the hours in a day during which any 
person may carry out fishing. 
Fig. 6. The lay out of the Bhatkal Fisheries Harbour (major). 
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Although this act has been promulgated as 
early as 1986, it has not so far been implemeted in 
full. In 1995, the GOK initiated steps to implement 
the first part of the act i.e., registration of all fishing 
vessels. The next part is that of fishing licences for 
which action is to follow. As a general consensus 
agreements of fishermen associations/groups, 
the region observes a closed fishing season during 
the monsoon months (Jun. to Aug.) primarily due 
to the rough seas during the period and lack of 
insurance cover for the boats. Lately, the GOK has 
issued orders prohibiting operation of mechanised 
fishing boats from 1st June to 31st August. 
However, in recent years, purse seiners and traw-
lers have started their operations in mid-August 
itself violating these orders. 
Apart from this, several self imposed local 
regulations exist which are more or less adhered to 
by all fleet. Local fisheries associations (for exam-
ple the Purse Seine Association) have regualtions 
on rights to fish a shoal at sea and also night purse 
seining (Kemparaju etal, 1992. MFIS No. 116 : 
12-14). 
T A B L E l. Minor and major fisheries harbours in south Kamat-
aka and strength ojfishingjleets (from Talapady in Dakshina 
Kannada to Manki-madi in Utiara Kannada) 
Name of landing 
centre 
Trawl Mechanised (OBE) Non-raechnised 
Name of 
harbour 
Classifi-
cation 
Trawlers 
SDF MDF Total 
Purse 
seine 
Drift Long-
gillnet line 
Hejmadi Kodi 
Hangairutta 
Bhatka! 
Thenginguiidi 
Mangp.ore 
Bunder 
Malpe Bunder 
Minor 
Minor 
Minor 
Minor 
Major 
Major 
GangoUi Bunder Major 
39 0 39 6 
125 0 125 0 
80 9 89 40 
45 0 45 0 
312 398 710 87 
440 225 665 90 
189 15 204 70 
0 
0 
0 
0 
80 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
60 
105 
Total 1,230 647 1,877 293 245 19 
SDF = Single day fleet; MDF=Multi day lleet. 
T A B L E 2 : (Beach landing centres) Fishir\g harbours in south 
Karnataka and number of crafts/gear (from Talapady in 
Dakshina Kannada to Manki-madi in Uttara Kannada) 
Name of landing Trawl Mechanised (OBE) Non-mechnised 
centre 
Gillnet Seine Gillnet Hooks Kairam-
nels & line panl 
Talapady 
Someswara 
Ullal 
Panambur(S) 
Baikampady 
0 0 
0 4 
0 20 
0 80 
0 0 
10 
0 
3 
6 
16 
Gillnet Seine 
nets 
Gillnet 
Kulai 
Hosabettu 
Surathkal 
Mukka 
Lachil 
Sashihitlilu 
Hejmadi 
Padubidri 
ThenkaYernial 
BadaYermal 
Bada Uchila 
Kaupu lighthouse 
Polipu 
Kaipunjal 
Mattukoppal 
Padukare 
Thottam 
Hoode 
Kodikanya 
Manoor 
Gopadi 
Bijadi 
Hale Alive 
Kundapura kodi 
GangolU 
Kanchi kodi 
Maravanlhe 
Navunda 
Gangebailu 
Kodiyciri 
Paduvari 
Kesarakodi 
Govte 
Belke 
Mundali 
Mavinkurve 
Karikal 
Jail 
Honnagadde 
KaikinI 
Murdeswara 
Byloor-Belashe 
Hosahitlu 
Alvehitlu 
Manki-Madl 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
55 
0 
0 
0 
0 
60 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
25 
45 
30 
4 
0 
25 
25 
30 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
10 
0 
6 
0 
6 
28 
6 
18 
12 
16 
50 
10 
0 
5 
10 
0 
6 
0 
8 
10 
4 
4 
3 
12 
4 
2 
2 
8 
0 
15 
5 
1 
0 
4 
9 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
150 
10 
20 
10 
6 
8 
15 
90 
150 
200 
250 
80 
50 
30 
75 
15 
200 
15 
30 
20 
200 
Hooks 
&line 
12 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
0 
2 
6 
0 
8 
0 
4 
4 
0 
0 
5 
4 
8 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Kairam-
pani 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
14 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
Total 339 370 1.633 120 45 
S= seasonal. 
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T A B L E 3. Fisheries harbours - year and cost ofconstructlon 
Fisheries 
harbour 
Cost of 
construction 
year Proposed 
Major 
Mangalore 
Malpe 
GangoUi 
Minor 
Hejmadi 
Kodi 
Hangar-
cuta(Kodi 
Bengre) 
Bhatkal 
Thengingu-
ndi 
Rs. 1.35crores 
spent (Central 
sponsored sche-
me sanctioned in 
1984 at a cost of 
Rs. 99.5 lakhs) 
Rs. 2.065 crores 
spent (Central 
Govt, sanctioned 
project in 
1 9 7 5 - ' 7 6 a t a c o s t 
of Rs. 4 .13 crores) 
Rs. 8.0. lakhs 
(Quay and jetty 
only) 
Central sponsored 
scheme for Rs. 95 
lakhs sant loned 
on31-10- ' 95 
Proposal to con-
struct at a cost of 
Rs. 72 lakhs 
Details not 
available 
Details not 
available 
1993-'94 
1985 
1995 
Project yet 
to be 
initiated 
Expansion 
p lans being 
made 
II stage 
expansion a t 
Rs. 10 crores 
Expansion a t 
a cost of Rs. 
75 l akhs 
Source: Department of Fisheries, Government of Karnataka. 
TABLE 4. infrastructure and marketingfricilities at major and 
minor fisheries harbours in southern Karnataka 
Infrastructure Manga-
lore 
Quaytm) 323x10 
Brething capacity 
Jetty (m) 
Auction hall (m^^ 
Amenities 
Electricity 
Freshwater 
Toilets 
Drainage 
Road 
Parking 
Ice Plants 
Fuel bunks 
Radio 
communicaton 
Marketing 
Wholesale 
Co-ops. 
Dryflsh 
Processing plants 
230 
NA 
675 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
3 
4 
NA 
A 
A 
A 
6 
Malpe 
118x13 
279 
160 
1,500 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
3 
2 
A 
A 
NA 
A 
1 
Gangolli Hangar 
cutta 
Bhat 
kal 
54x644 200x4 125x6 
x6(P) 100x6(P) 
40 150 
NA 10 
NA NA 
A A 
NA A 
NA NA 
NA NA 
A A 
A A 
1 1 
1 1 
NA NA 
A NA 
NA NA 
A NA 
1 1 
100 
NA 
300 
A 
A 
NA 
NA 
A 
A 
1 
1 
NA 
NA 
A 
NA 
NA 
T A B L E 5. No. & capacity of ice p lan t s , cold s torages and proce-
ssing indust r ies s i tuated in sou thern Karna taka 
Category Number Capacity 
(tonnes/day) 
Ice p lants 
Cold s torages 
Processing p lants 
Canning p lan ts 
Fishmeal p lan t s 
74 
2 3 
9 
9 
20 
951 
1,150 
124 
30 
160 
Source : (1) Statistical Bulletin of Fisheries (1993-'94), Publi-
shed by Depar tment of Fisheries, Government of 
Karnataka. (2) MPEDA Regional Centre, Mangalore. 
T A B L E 6. Yeanvise and geanvise catch (in tonnes) atMangalore 
(1992-'93tol994--95) 
1. Gear: Multi-day trawl 
Species 1992- '93 1993-'94 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Cephalopods 
Nemipterus 
Sciaenids 
Ribbonflsh 
Lizardflsh 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Clupeids 
Eptnephelus 
Mackerel 
Priacanthus 
Squilla 
Misc. and t rash 
735.3 
225 .8 
2 ,369.5 
1,683.1 
194.6 
513.9 
296.0 
430 .5 
1,025.2 
373.7 
267.9 
129.8 
313.2 
2,622.8 
2,336.6 
1,074.6 
120.5 
3.133.7 
1,677.5 
353.6 
661 .4 
700.8 
1,116.3 
1,320.9 
450.8 
412.8 
386.1 
730.4 
3,214.1 
2,933.9 
Total ca tch 13,517.8 18,287.3 
2 . Gear: Single day trawl 
Species 1992- '93 1993-'94 
P = Proposed; A = Available: NA = Not available. 
Total 7,338.3 5,108.6 
1994-'g5 
1,407.4 
163.1 
3.102.7 
2,866.8 
463.4 
729.9 
1,254.0 
1,931.3 
2,525.4 
737.2 
821.8 
935.2 
717.3 
4,241.7 
4,768.0 
26,665.2 
1994-'95 
Prawns 
SquUla 
Crabs 
Cephalopod 
Carangids 
Flatfish 
Leiognathus 
Clupeids 
Sciaenids 
Ribbonfish 
Misc. and others 
629.9 
2,102.4 
377.0 
61.7 
210.6 
2,060.5 
29.9 
166.5 
147.4 
1,308.8 
243.6 
526.6 
1,621.6 
79.9 
115.0 
162.3 
1,634.7 
31.0 
181.8 
141.6 
397.9 
216.3 
809.6 
2,819.2 
57.0 
27.1 
148.1 
1.897.2 
29.4 
276.6 
173.3 
1.023.8 
285.7 
7.546.9 
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3. Gear : Artisanal 2. Gear : Single day trawl 
Species 1992- '93 
Seerflshes 
Tunas 
Callishes 
Elasmobranchs 
Carangids 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
Ribbcn fishes 
Othei fishes 
157.4 
231.6 
4.5 
22.1 
10.9 
19.4 
9.7 
0.0 
66.9 
Tola. 522.5 
1993-'94 
102.9 
114.9 
8.9 
25.8 
8.4 
8.6 
3.9 
4.8 
19.1 
297.3 
1994-'95 
Mackerel 
Oil sardine 
Lesser sardine 
Other clupeids 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Sciaenids 
Silverbellies 
Soles 
Ribbonfish 
Seerllshes 
Prawns 
Pomfret 
Other fishes 
24 .3 
0.8 
2.7 
126.3 
15.5 
2.3 
84.5 
29.9 
0.5 
11.0 
1.0 
68 .5 
1.0 
14.3 
406.3 
0.0 
0.0 
76.1 
0.2 
20.1 
17.4 
5.2 
0.3 
0.9 
0,3 
43.0 
0.3 
8.8 
163.7 
1.0 
2.2 
126.5 
0.2 
3.4 
47.6 
9.5 
0.4 
4.3 
0.1 
17.5 
2.4 
13.2 
Total 
4. Gear ; 
Species 
382.6 
; Purse se ine 
1992-'93 
578.9 
1993-'94 
391.9 
1994-'95 
Mackerel 
Oil sardine 
Lesser sardine 
Other clupeids 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Tunas 
Pomfrets 
Silverbellies 
Prawns 
Other fishes 
2,634.9 
1,091.3 
720.2 
288.6 
1,426.5 
7,915.3 
1,661.4 
1,027.5 
8.4 
60 .7 
246.6 
5,377.7 
274.7 
1,800.9 
531.3 
2,274.2 
2,482.6 
5.2 
115.6 
9.1 
1.5 
227.3 
4,178.6 
9.5 
1,371.3 
976.5 
2,242.1 
1,797,7 
1,039.3 
182.4 
133.5 
26.6 
176.4 
Total 
5 . Gear ; 
Species 
17,081,4 
: Gilnet 
1992-'93 
13,100.1 
1993-'94 
12,133.9 
1994-'95 
339.1 
98.2 
9.1 
65.9 
6.9 
14.5 
14.1 
0.0 
29.1 
576.9 
TABLK 7. Year wise and geanuise catch (in tonnes) at Malpe 
(l992-'93 to 1994-V5) 
1 Gear : Multi-day trawl 
•)]iecies 1992- '93 1993-'94 1994-'95 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Cephclopods 
Nemip.cnis 
Sciaenids 
Ribbonfish 
Lizardfish 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Clupeids 
Epinephelus 
Mackerel 
Priacanthus 
Squilla 
Misc. and t rash 
258.3 
37.0 
950.3 
545.1 
20.9 
94.2 
151.8 
164.9 
309.2 
36.2 
26.1 
31.9 
127.4 
469.9 
467.6 
547.9 
73.3 
1,367.2 
631.4 
136.9 
767.5 
351.8 
312.2 
822.0 
214.9 
43.7 
444.1 
276.6 
803.7 
1,315.9 
430.8 
46.2 
1,550.6 
809,9 
105.2 
245 .3 
437.9 
393.5 
640.8 
111.3 
193.1 
372.4 
598.3 
744.6 
738.1 
Species 1992- '93 1993-94 
Mackerel 
Oil sardine 
Lesser sardine 
Other clupeids 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Sciaenids 
Silverbellies 
Soles 
Ribbonfish 
Seerflshes 
Prawns 
Pomfret 
Other fishes 
452.1 
0.0 
4.8 
92.1 
0.8 
5.7 
49.2 
5.4 
36 .3 
1.0 
2.2 
16.2 
0.0 
39.2 
311.1 
0.0 
16.8 
140.3 
0.8 
10.3 
33.4 
9.0 
5.7 
1.0 
0.8 
14.6 
0.2 
18.3 
Mackerel 
Oil sardine 
Lesser sardine 
Other clupeids 
Anchovies 
Carangids 
Tunas 
Pomfrets 
Silverbellies 
Prawns 
Other fishes 
3,135.2 
2,306.7 
1,688.5 
411.6 
637.7 
6,062.5 
2,458.1 
81 .3 
100.5 
34.8 
217.5 
4,756.1 
312.8 
390.5 
491.7 
32.1 
2,386.9 
31.1 
782.6 
214.8 
2.1 
116.8 
1994-'95 
Prawns 
Squilla 
Crabs 
Cephalopod 
Carangids 
Flatfish 
LeiognathiiS 
Clupeids 
Sciaenids 
Ribbonfish 
Misc. and others 
491.2 
1,247.3 
193.9 
114.9 
346.6 
5,311,7 
445.0 
241.2 
257.9 
93.0 
368.6 
534.9 
1,413.8 
136.3 
165.2 
2.9 
774.1 
106.6 
182.9 
114.0 
268.3 
241.4 
471.1 
1,691.5 
63.7 
7,1 
73.6 
846.7 
89.9 
92.8 
139.5 
347.7 
126.3 
Total 
3. Gear : Artisanal 
Species 
9,111.4 
1 9 9 2 - 9 3 
3,940.3 
1993-'94 
3.949.9 
1994-'95 
61.5 
0.0 
0.5 
382.6 
0.2 
3.2 
17.8 
5,8 
7,5 
7,7 
2,1 
187,4 
2,1 
13.6 
Total 705.0 
4. Gear : Purse se ine 
Species 1992-'93 
562.3 
1993-'94 
691.9 
1994-'95 
3.386.6 
117.5 
856.8 
305.5 
129.6 
563.9 
162,9 
589,6 
96.2 
17.9 
292.9 
Total 
5. Gear : Gillnet 
Species 
17,134.4 
1992-'93 
9,517.5 
1993-'94 
6,519.4 
1994-'95 
Seerflshes 
T u n a s 
Catflshes 
Elasmobranchs 
Carangids 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
"dbbonflshes 
C iher fishes 
83.7 
83.7 
3.9 
13.7 
5.5 
4.6 
3.2 
0.0 
17.9 
191.9 
68,4 
4,9 
40,8 
12.8 
4.8 
5.2 
0.0 
14.7 
68.1 
25.3 
4.6 
15.9 
1,1 
2,8 
1,3 
0,0 
9,9 
Total catch 3,690.9 8,108,9 7,417.9 Tt ta l 216.2 343.5 129.0 
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taiion status 
Malpe (Major 
Stock/nsheiy 
Flatfish - Trawl 
M'lore/Malpe 
Whitefish - Trawl 
M'lore/Malpe 
Goatllsh - Trawl 
M'lore/Malpe 
Threadfin breams 
-Trawl 
M'lore/Malpe 
Uzardfish - Trawl 
M'lore 
Trawl MDF 
Mangalore 
Squid - Trawl 
Mangalore 
TVawl MDF 
M"lore/Malpe 
Ribbonflsh - Trawl 
M' lore/Malpe 
Seerflsh - GUlnet 
M' lore/Malpe 
Seerflsh -Trawl 
M' lore/Malpe 
of major commercial species at 
pelagic stocks not included) 
MSY 
level & 
assess-
ed year 
(t) 
2,100 
('91-'921 
469 
('91-'92) 
30 
('91-'92) 
1,649 
(•94-'95) 
550 
(199) 
15,000 
('88-'89) 
878 
(•87-'91) 
32,406 
(•94-'95) 
2,081 
('92-'93) 
260 
('92-'93) 
182 
(•92-'93) 
Catch 
current 
season 
(94-'95) 
(t) 
3,111 
404 
5 
1,611 
11,198 
26,665 
2.716 
34,073 
2,892 
407 
508 
Exploitat-
ion status 
Over exp. 
Fully exp. 
Under 
exp. 
Fully exp. 
Over exp. 
(grounds 
expanded) 
Over exp. 
(grounds 
expanded) 
Over exp. 
(grounds 
expanded) 
Fully exp. 
Fully exp. 
Over exp. 
Over exp. 
Mangalore and 
Model Ref. 
used 
Schaefer 
Schaefer 
Schaefer 
1 
1 
1 
Thorap- 1 
son & Bell 
ypR 
Alagaraja 
YPR 
Schaefer 
GuUand 
GuUand 
GuUand 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
Stock/fishery MSY 
level & 
assess-
ed year 
(t) 
Tuna - GUlnet 421 
M'lore/Malpe (•93-'94) 
Shrimp (M. dobso- 572 
ni)- Trawl (•85-'89) 
Mangalore 
Shrimp (M. monoce- 546 
rosj - Trawl ('89-'92) 
Mangalore 
Anchovies - Trawl 795 
Mangalore (191) 
Catch 
current 
season 
(94-'95) 
(t) 
124 
230 
887 
2,469 
References In Table 8 
1. 2:acharla. P.U. 1992, 1996. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Exploitat-
ion status 
Under 
exp. 
Under 
exp. 
Over exp. 
Over exp. 
Model Ref 
used 
GuUand 6 
YPR 7 
YPR 8 
Schaefer 9 
Unpublished reports. 
Zacharia, P.U. 1995. fndian J. FisK 42 (1). 
Rao, K.V.N.. K.K. Sukumaran, K.S. Mohamed. P.U. 
Zacharia and K.U. Bhatt, 1990. Proc. 2nd Indian Fishe-
ries Forum, p. 183-188. 
Mohamed, K.S. 1996. Bull. Mar. Set. 58 (2) : 393-403. 
Mohamed, K.S. and P.U. Zacharia 1996. 
MS. 
Muthiah. C. 1992-
Sukumaran. K.K. : 
. Unpublished 
"94. Unpublished Annual Report. 
1994. Indian J. Fish: 41 (3). 
Sukumaran K.K. et oL, 1993. Indian J. Fish.. 40 (1&2). 
Anonymous 1994. 
Mangalore. 
QRT Working Paper of RC of CMFRI. 
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4 . JETTY FOR FISHING BOATS AT MANDAPAM ALONG GULF OF MANNAR COAST 
The Mandapam fish landing centre on the 
Gulf of Mannar side is a medium one. The jetty 
was constructed by the erstwhile Indo-Norwegean 
Project for the berthing of its boats (Fig.l). Only 
departmental boats are berthed at present at the 
Jetty. The fishing trawlers are berthed at some 
distance away from the jetty. About 100 trawlers 
are operated from here. Fishing is conducted sea-
sonally from October to March every year, after 
which all the boats will be shifted to the landing 
centre on the Palk Bay side. Shrimp trawl-net 
and fish trawl-net are the gears being operated. 
The fishermen set out for fishing in the mechani-
sed boats in the evening and return to the lan-
ding centre by next day morning. Fishing is con-
ducted on all the days except Friday. There is 
one processing factory located in the harbour. 
Three processing factories and three ice plants 
are located in the vicinity of the landing centre. 
Iced fishes are purchased by local fish mer-
chants and sent to different parts of Tamil Nadu. 
Spoiled sardines, silverbellis, Apogon and 
Prepared by : V. Sethuraman, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520, India. 
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TAMIL r*5CJ 
PEARtr 
BOAD 
puMrr 
a3-70M 
GULF OP MANNAR 
Kig. 1. Lay out of the fisheries Jetty at Mandapam. 
Oratosquilla nepa are sundried and sent for 
making fish meal at Namakkal in Tamil Nadu 
and in some parts of Andhra Pradesh. 
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8 3 9 MAJOR AND MINOR FISHERIES 
HARBOURS OF INDIA 
5. FISHERIES HARBOURS ALONG THE 
PALK BAY COAST 
Thondi is one of the important fish landing 
cenires located along the Palk Bay coast of Tamil 
Nadu (Ramanathapuram District). The fishing 
operations in and around this centre are practi-
sed throughout the year. Thalluvalai' (operated 
from non-mechanised boat) and 'nanduvalai' 
and 'nylon valai' (gillnet) are the main gear opera-
ted at this locality. The major group of fishes 
caught are prawns (Penaeus semisulcalus), crabs 
(Portunus pelagicus), perches (Leihrinus spp. & 
Psammoperca waigiensis, Belone (Hemiramphus 
spp.) and rays. Recently, another type of gear cal-
led 'discothoondil' has been introduced for squid 
fishery which is very common in this area. Apart 
from country craft fishing, a minimum of 100 
trawlers are operated around this area for which 
the estimated annual landings amounts to 0.2 
million tonnes. 
^n fiQ g BOfianna 
0 TTTT 
2 
fJM 
I 
ICM 
W 
- SEA GHOftE ROAD 
Fig. 1. Lay out of the Thondi Fisheries Harbour 
F g. 2. The Thondi Fisheries Harbour along the Palk Bay Coast. 
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A minor fisheries harbour was constructed 
at this centre during the eighties at a cost of Rs. 
55 lakhs with berthing capacity for 56 trawlers at 
a time (Fig. 1& 2). The facility included an ice 
plant, cold storage and office building for Govt, 
officials. Though this harbour has been planned 
and constructed for the use of small mechanised 
crafts, such units do not land the catch in the 
Jetty at present. They land the catches at the 
neighbouring centre (Soliakudi), 5 km south of 
Thondl and return to the harbour only for 
berthing after disposal of catch. 
In the fisheries harbour, there is one ice-
plant and one cold-storage. The ice plant with a 
capacity of 6 t is leased to a private company 
now. But the two tonne capacity cold storage is 
not in use. As far as private industries are concer-
ned, one ice-plant of 30 t capacity and one cold 
storage of 100 t capacity owned by a private com-
pany exist at Thondi. 
Prepared by : A Ganapathy, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp-623 520, India. 
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as the Stolephoms, silverbellies, rays, shark fins, 
air bladders, sardines, seerflsh and carangids. 
These dry fish are marketed through the major 
dryfish markets available at Kovilpatty and 
Madras. Anchovies and rays are marketed in 
Kerala and Sri Lanka. 
Production details 
The chief fisheries are the pelagic sardines, 
seerfish, tuna, mackerel, sharks, carangids, bar-
racudas, wolf herring, full and half beaks, the 
demersal perches such as the sweetlips, grou-
pers, rock-cods, snappers, goatflshes, croakers, 
rays, skates, coral fishes, threadfm breams, 
breams, silverbellies and lizard fishes, the shellfi-
shes like chanks, squids, cuttlefishes, prawns, 
crabs and lobsters. Most of these resources are 
being commercially exploited by mechanised 
trawlers. 
The medium sized mechanised trawlers are 
the only fishing craft being employed from this 
fisheries harbour as the other types of vessels 
are operated from the neighbouring traditional 
beach landing centres. 
Initially (1911-'15) before the introduction of 
mechanised trawlers the fish production was to 
the tune of a mere 296.3 t/y. The catch 
increased to 1,213.6 t /y in 1965-'66. Later the 
mechanised trawling, new synthetic gear materi-
al, good berthing facility, ice for preservation and 
easy availability of fuel during early 197G's 
brought about a significant increase in the 
quality and quantity of landings and on an avera-
ge 240 t of prawns, 1,650 t of fish were landed by 
mechanised trawlers. 
Current assessment of fishery resources 
shows that on an average 22,453 t are being lan-
ded by the trawlers and the deepsea trawlers 
land about 1,720 t/y. The trawlers are operated 
not only for prawns but also for fish with fish traw-
Inets and the area of operation extends from 50 
to 100 m and occasionally upto 300 m. 
The production details in respect of the 
major resources are given in Tables 1 to 8. The 
production of pravm during the ten year period 
(1986-'96) ranged from 103.4 to 775.2 t per 
annum with an annual average of 353.0 t. The 
green tiger pravwi Penaeus semisulcatus was the 
dominant species with an annual composition 
ranging from 18.5 % in 1994-'95 to 80.7 % in 
1992-'93 with an annual average percentage of 
48.5. The estimated landing of this species 
ranged from 49.5 t in 1986-'87 to 298.6 t in 
1993-'94 vdth an annual average of 171.1 t, the 
CPUE ranging from 4.7 to 9.9 kg (Table 1). 
TABLE l. Year-wise landing of prawns at Tuticorin Fisheries 
Harbour during 1986-'96 
Year 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-"90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
1995-'96 
Average 
Effort 
(No. of 
units) 
10,640 
29,382 
18,366 
24,317 
17,998 
22,911 
29,466 
30,129 
27,199 
11,335 
22,174 
Total 
prawn 
landing 
(t) 
103.8 
348.5 
288.6 
284.5 
226.3 
641.1 
304.3 
393.8 
775.2 
164.3 
352.94 
Landing 
of catch 
(t) 
49.5 
179.9 
139.6 
192.4 
171.3 
198.4 
245.7 
298.6 
143.1 
92.4 
171.09 
P. 
C/E 
4.7 
6.1 
7.6 
7.9 
9.5 
8.7 
8.3 
9.9 
5.3 
8.2 
7.7 
semisulcatus 
% 
47.7 
51.6 
48.4 
67.6 
75.7 
30.9 
80.7 
75.8 
18.5 
56.2 
55.31 
with an average of 7.7 kg/unit. The estimated 
annual landing of lobsters ranged from 36.8 to 
50.9 t. The landing was constituted by three spe-
cies namely, Panulims omatus, P. homarus and 
P. versicolor and one species of sand lobster, 
namely, Thenus orientalis. Among the spiny lob-
sters P. omatus was the dominant species consti-
tuting 64.1 to 75.8. % P. versicolor and T. orien-
talis constituted only negligible proportions 
(Table 2). 
TABLE 2. Landing of lobsters at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
during 1993-'95 
Lobsters 
P. omatus 
% 
P. homarus 
% 
P. versicolor 
% 
Thenus orientalis 
% 
Total Catch 
1993-'94 
(t) 
27 .9 
75.8 
8.5 
22.6 
-
-
0.6 
1.6 
37 .0 
1994-'95 
(t) 
32 .6 
64.1 
18.2 
35.8 
0.01 
-
0.06 
0.1 
50.9 
Average 
(t) 
30.2 
(69.0) 
13.4 
(31.0) 
negligible 
-
negligible 
~ 
43.6 
The estimated landing of Stolephoms spp. 
ranged from 55.8 to 575.5 t constituting on an 
average 4.2 % of the total fish catches landed at 
18 
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6. THE FISHERIES HARBOUR AND FISHERY AT TUTICORIN 
The Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour Is one of the 
old and important fishery ports of India located 
on the southern Tamil Nadu coast and on the 
western side of the Gulf of Mannar. Now owing to 
its commercial and economic importance from 
the marine fisheries point of view it is considered 
as one of the major fisheries harbours on the 
east coast of India. The harbour was constructed 
at a cost of Rs. 2.1 crore in 1968 in a total area of 
17 acres, out of which the berthing area is 2.7 
acres. This harbour has a berthing facility to 
accommodate 450 medium sized mechanised 
wooden trawlers. The total length of the jetty is 
800 m and the depth in the area of berthing is 3m. 
Infrastructure and other facilities 
The harbour is provided with a fuel station 
maintained by the Tamil Nadu Fisheries Corpora-
tion which cater to the fuel needs of the trawling 
units based at this fisheries harbour. There is a 
mechanical workshop run by the above corpora-
tion which attends to the maintenance and 
repair work of the vessels. There is a slip-way 
with electrically operated winch system maintai-
ned by the mechanical workshop for dry-docking 
the trawlers and to attend to the repair works. 
The boat building yard belonging to the Tamil 
Nadu Fisheries Corporation undertakes construc-
tion of new trawlers, the repair and maintenance 
of the super structure and hulls of wooden traw-
lers. There are many private mechanical work-
shops, boat building yards, battery shops and 
other establishments which deal with spares. Dif-
ferent accessories such as the gear materials are 
also available to the trawl fishing industry. There 
are ware-houses available on rentals from the 
Tamil Nadu Fisheries Corporation for storing the 
dry fishes meant for marketing in internal as well 
as outside markets. Above all these, there is an 
off-shore laboratory of the Fisheries College 
which is ready to oflfer consultancy on the need 
of the hour. 
Processing industries 
Within the campus of the Fisheries Harbour 
one ice plant is functioning under the care of the 
Tamil Nadu Fisheries Corporation which is 
leased to private parties. 
Thirteen processing units belonging to priva-
te parties function in and around Tuticorin. Half 
of these units have their own cold storages of 
vaiying tonnage capacities for the storage of mari-
ne products meant for export markets. They main-
ly deal with prawns, lobsters, crabs, cuttlefish, 
squids, snappers and rock-cods. Apart from 
these units there are about a dozen fish mer-
chants who deal with marketing fresh fish to the 
neighbouring states. There are many merchants 
who deal with different varieties of dryflsh such 
R. Mariohamy, D.B. James, H.M. Kasim, M. Ri^fuaaai, V.8. Rengaswamy, K.M.S. Ameer Hamsa, T.S. Balasubramanian, M. 
Manlckaraja, S. RaJapacUam and G. Anunugam, Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001, India. 
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as the Stolephorus, silverbellies, rays, shark flns, 
air bladders, sardines, seerfish and carangids. 
These dry fish are marketed through the major 
dryfish markets available at Kovilpatty and 
Madras. Anchovies and rays are marketed in 
Kerala and Sri Lanka. 
Production details 
The chief fisheries are the pelagic sardines, 
seerfish, tuna, mackerel, sharks, carangids, bar-
racudas, wolf herring, full and half beaks, the 
demersal perches such as the sweetlips, grou-
pers, rock-cods, snappers, goatfishes, croakers, 
rays, skates, coral fishes, threadfm breams, 
breams, silverbellies and lizard fishes, the shellfi-
shes like chanks, squids, cuttlefishes, prawns, 
crabs and lobsters. Most of these resources are 
being commercially exploited by mechanised 
trawlers. 
The medium sized mechanised trawlers are 
the only fishing craft being employed from this 
fisheries harbour as the other types of vessels 
are operated from the neighbouring traditional 
beach landing centres. 
Initially (1911-'15) before the introduction of 
mechanised trawlers the fish production was to 
the tune of a mere 296.3 t/y. The catch 
increased to 1,213.6 t /y in 1965-'66. Later the 
mechanised trawling, new synthetic gear materi-
al, good berthing facility, ice for preservation and 
easy availability of fuel during early 1970's 
brought about a significant increase in the 
quality and quantity of landings and on an avera-
ge 240 t of prawns, 1,650 t of fish were landed by 
mechanised trawlers. 
Current assessment of fishery resources 
shows that on an average 22,453 t are being lan-
ded by the trawlers and the deepsea trawlers 
land about 1,720 t/y. The trawlers are operated 
not only for prawns but also for fish with fish traw-
Inets and the area of operation extends from 50 
to 100 m and occasionally upto 300 m. 
The production details in respect of the 
major resources are given in Tables 1 to 8. The 
production of prawn during the ten year period 
{1986-'96) ranged from 103.4 to 775.2 t per 
annum with an annual average of 353.0 t. The 
green tiger prawn Penaeus semisulcaius was the 
dominant species with an annual composition 
ranging from 18.5 % in 1994-'95 to 80.7 % in 
1992-'93 with an annual average percentage of 
48.5. The estimated landing of this species 
ranged from 49.5 t in 1986-'87 to 298.6 t in 
1993-'94 with an annual average of 171.1 t, the 
CPUE ranging from 4.7 to 9.9 kg (Table 1). 
TABLE l. Year-wise landing of prawns at Tuiicorin Fisheries 
Harbour during 1986-'96 
Year 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
1995-'96 
Average 
Effort 
(No. of 
units) 
10,640 
29,382 
18.366 
24,317 
17,998 
22,911 
29,466 
30,129 
27.199 
11,335 
22,174 
Total 
prawn 
landing 
(t) 
103.8 
348.5 
288.6 
284.5 
226.3 
641.1 
304.3 
393.8 
775.2 
164.3 
352.94 
Landing 
of catch 
(t) 
49.5 
179.9 
139.6 
192.4 
171.3 
198.4 
245.7 
298.6 
143.1 
92.4 
171.09 
P. 
C/E 
4.7 
6.1 
7.6 
7.9 
9.5 
8.7 
8.3 
9.9 
5.3 
8.2 
7.7 
semisuicafus 
% 
47.7 
51.6 
48.4 
67.6 
75.7 
30.9 
80.7 
75.8 
18.5 
56.2 
55.31 
with an average of 7.7 kg/unit. The estimated 
annual landing of lobsters ranged from 36.8 to 
50.9 t. The landing was constituted by three spe-
cies namely, Panulirus omatus, P. homarus and 
P. versicolor and one species of sand lobster, 
namely, Thenus orientalis. Among the spiny lob-
sters P. omatus was the dominant species consti-
tuting 64.1 to 75.8. % P. versicolor and T. orien-
talis constituted only negligible proportions 
(Table 2). 
TABLE 2. Landing of lobsters at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
during 1993-'95 
Lobsters 
P. omatus 
% 
P. homarus 
% 
P. versicolor 
% 
Thenus orientalis 
% 
Total Catch 
1993-'94 
(t) 
27 .9 
75.8 
8.5 
22.6 
-
-
0.6 
1.6 
37.0 
1994-'95 
(t) 
32 .6 
64.1 
18.2 
35.8 
0.01 
-
0.06 
0.1 
50.9 
Average 
(t) 
30.2 
(69.0) 
13.4 
(31.0) 
negligible 
-
negligible 
" 
43.6 
The estimated landing of Stolephorus spp. 
ranged from 55.8 to 575.5 t constituting on an 
average 4.2 % of the total fish catches landed at 
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Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour. The CPUE in res-
pect of Stolephorus spp. ranged from 3.5 to 21.5 
kg (Table 3 and 4). 
TABLE 3. Year-wise landing o/Stolephorus at Tuticorin Fishe-
ries Harbour caught with trawlnet 
TABLE 4. Catch (in tonnes) and relative abundance (in percent-
age in brackets) 0/Stolephorus spp. caught in trawlnet at 
Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
Year S.indicus S.bataviensis S. devisi Total 
Year Effort Total 
fish 
catch (t) 
Resour-
ce group 
(t) 
Perce- CPUE 
ntage (kg) 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
15,795 
14,362 
19.814 
29,096 
26,732 
4,066.7 
5,232.5 
5.959.5 
4.055.5 
1.187.5 
24,280 15.352.5 
55.8 
166.2 
677.6 
550.6 
575.5 
214.4 
1.4 
3.2 
6.3 
13.6 
4.8 
1.4 
3.5 
11.6 
19.0 
18.9 
21.5 
8.8 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
29,0 (52.0) 
68.0 (40.9) 
62.0 (16.4) 
120.3 (20.9) 
312.0 (56.7) 
140.4 (65.5) 
26.8 (48.0) 
98.1(59.0) 
179.8 (47.6) 
455.2(79.1) 
238.3 (43.3) 
71.3 (33.3) 
0.2(0.1) 
135.9 (36.0) 
2.6(1.2) 
55.8 (2.8) 
166.2 (8.6) 
377.6(19.5) 
550.6(28.4) 
575.5 (29.7) 
214.4(11.0) 
Total 
Average 
13,0079 35,854.2 
21,680 5975.7 
2,240.1 
373.35 
30.7 
5.12 
83.3 
13.88 
Average 122.0(42.07) 178.2(51.7) 23.1(6.2) 323.3(16.7) 
The landing of elasmobranchs showed an 
increasing trend every year. More than 5 species 
of sharks and 6 species of rays are landed by the 
trawlers. Skates are also obtained in small quan-
tities. The estimated landing of elasmobranchs 
ranged from 304.2 to 1.252.6 t. (Table 5) while 
TABLE 5. Catch (in tonnes) species composition of sharks, rays and skates in the trawlnet at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
Species Year Average 
Sharks 
Carcharhinus sorrah 
Rhizoprionodon actus 
Scoliodon laticaudus 
Sphyraena spp. 
Loxodon macrorhinus 
Other sharks 
Total Catch 
Rays 
Himantura bleekeri 
H. uamak 
H. unbricata 
Hypolophus sephan 
Aetobatus narinari 
A. Jlagellum 
Dasyatis kuhlii 
Rhinopterajavanica 
Cymnura poecllura 
Other rays 
Total Catch 
Skates 
Rhynchobatus djiddensts 
1989-'90 
7.8 
11.4 
4.1 
2.3 
2.4 
8.8 
36.8 
88.4 
31.3 
8.7 
24.4 
25.2 
16.2 
26.3 
11.7 
7.3 
18.1 
257.7 
6.1 
1990-'91 
22.1 
27.2 
4.2 
3.1 
-
6.0 
62.6 
74.1 
35.2 
3.3 
28.3 
20.0 
22.7 
14.1 
7.1 
1.8 
2.6 
209.4 
21.4 
1991-'92 
15.3 
18.6 
3.7 
4.6 
-
0.9 
43.1 
72.4 
58.4 
3.8 
27.3 
30.2 
38.2 
22.7 
5.5 
6.0 
31.7 
296.2 
15.7 
1992-'93 
22.8 
28.6 
7.5 
11.9 
1.1 
2.5 
74.4 
71.0 
60.5 
2.2 
48.7 
3.1 
6.3 
29.5 
-
-
45.7 
267.1 
8.3 
1993-'94 
31.5 
16.1 
15.4 
9.5 
2.6 
17.7 
92.8 
117.0 
110.5 
3.9 
12.5 
12.7 
22.0 
54.0 
S l . l 
16.4 
55.4 
425.5 
15.2 
1994-'95 
28.6 
84.1 
27.2 
12.7 
5.6 
26.7 
184.9 
290.3 
317.6 
18.1 
25.7 
111.3 
49.0 
68.6 
11.9 
21.5 
74.3 
988.3 
31.1 
21.4 
32.7 
10.3 
7.4 
2.0 
10.5 
84.3 
118.9 
102.3 
6.7 
27.8 
33.8 
25.7 
35.9 
9.5 
8.9 
38.0 
407.5 
16.3 
Rhina ancylostoma 
Other skates 
Total catch 
Total elasmobranch catch 
Total fish catch 
Total units 
3.0 
0.4 
9.5 
304.0 
8,643.3 
31.764 
15.2 
1.9 
38.5 
310.5 
11,871.5 
26,732 
4.7 
0.6 
21.0 
360.3 
15,434.2 
24,280 
10.5 
7.0 
25.8 
367.2 
14,831.9 
31,069 
6.3 
1.6 
23.1 
541.1 
17,278.6 
32,107 
46.2 
3.1 
80.4 
1253.6 
22.453.0 
33,278 
14.3 
2.4 
33.0 
524.8 
15,085.4 
29.872 
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the average catch exclusively from the deep sea 
areas recorded 108.5t (Table 5a) during 1993-'95. 
TABLE 5a Catch (in tonnes) and species composition ofelas-
mobranchs caught in trawlnetfrom deep sea areas 
Species Year Average 
Echfnorhiniis brucus 
Centrophorus molucaensis 
Other sharks 
Total elasmobranchs 
Total units 
Total fish catch 
1993 - '94 
126.7 
13.8 
4.7 
145.2 
4,254 
1,719.5 
1994 - '95 
70.1 
17.6 
-
87.7 
1,668 
1,280.5 
98.4 
7.8 
2.3 
108.5 
2,961 
15,000.0 
The landings and species composition of major 
groups of fishes in different years are given in 
Tables 6-8. The best fishing ground for threadfin 
breams has been observed to be the ground off 
Manapad. However, as the trawlers carry out the 
fishing operation mainly to exploit the prawn 
resources particularly during June-October this 
group remains under-exploited by mechanised 
trawlers. Sciaenlds formed one of the important 
resources exploited by mechanised trawlers. 
Marketing infrastructure 
The catches landed by the mechanised traw-
lers at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour are auctioned 
soon after the landings. A spacious auction shed 
is available for this purpose. The merchants pur-
chase the fish/prawns and immediately trans-
port them to different areas by mini vans and 
trucks. As an ice plant is in operation in the fishe-
ries harbour itself the merchants get the requi-
red quantities of the ice to preserve the catches. 
Merchants from the neighbouring state, Kerala 
also come and purchase fish and prawns and 
transport them to Kerala. Small quantities of the 
trawler catch are also purchased by a few mer-
chants for selling in the local market. 
The maximum price fetched per kg by 
various groups are : Rs. 450/- for prawns; Rs. 
^.250/- for lobsters; Rs. 65 / - for lethrinids; 
Rs.55/- for lutianids; Rs. 60 / - for serranids; Rs. 
52 / - for elasmobranchs; Rs. 30/ - for silverbel-
lies; Rs. 18/- for threadfin breams; Rs. 30/- for 
both sciaenids and goat fishes, Rs. 25 / - for 
carangids, Rs. 20-30/- for barracudas, Rs. 
40-100/- for seer fish and Rs. 20-30/- for macke-
rels. The shark fins are exported to Japan and 
other places. In addition to these oil is also being 
extracted locally from the liver of sharks and rays. 
Potential jrield 
The total annual stock of silverbellies is 
7,634 t with an average catch of 5,191 t from the 
Gulf of Mannar. The present fishing pressure has 
not reached a level that gives maximum sustaina-
ble yield and hence there is scope to step up the 
yield by incrasing the effort. It has been observed 
that the present mesh size of trawl cod end is the 
optimum and does not lead to overfishing of the 
resource. 
Using the data on catch per unit and other 
parameters in the prawn fishery for the past seve-
ral years the estimation of the MSY indicates 
that increasing effort beyond the optimum level 
is not likely to increase the yield further. 
The perch fishery resource indicates that Sco-
lopsis bimaculatus and Lethriniis nebulosus are 
underexploited as in the case of the barracuda 
Sphyraena obtusata and the carangid Selaroides 
leptolepis indicating a possibility for an increase 
in the effort for the exploitation and enhanced pro-
duction of these resources. Similar studies on 
other important resources are warranted areas. 
Management for sustained development 
Except the prawn and seerfish resources all 
other resources so far studied indicate that there 
is scope for the increase in the production by 
increasing the effort of the trawlnet. However, 
the economics involved in increasing the effort 
further and the quantum of the yield realised in 
relation to the return obtained by the fishermen 
with due consideration to the overall expenditure 
towards the Increased effort input have to be stu-
died in detail to arrive at concrete suggestions for 
better management of the exloited fishery resour-
ces of Tuticorin. 
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TABLE 6. Catch and species conyjosition oj bony fishes (in tonnes) caught in trawlnet at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
Species Year Average 
1989-'90 
668.4 
107.1 
-
-
1990-'91 
923.6 
79.6 
-
-
1991-'92 
818.4 
52.7 
-
-
1992-"93 
151.4 
53.8 
1.4 
2.1 
1993-'94 
687.7 
63.3 
3.5 
5.3 
1994-'95 
875.5 
85.8 
3.6 
5.4 
915.5 
73.7 
1.4 
2.1 
Letirinids 
Lethrinus nebulosus 
L. miniatus 
L. omatus 
Lethrinus spp. 
Total 775.5 1,003.2 871.1 208.7 759.8 970.3 992.8 
Lutjanids 
Lutjanus rivulatus 
L. Julvijlamma 
L. vaigiensis 
L. malabaricus 
Lutjanus spp. 
56.3 
18.6 
67.4 
22.5 
13.8 
82.7 
35.1 
7.1 
22.8 
12.8 
128.6 
34.3 
3.6 
26.7 
5.4 
160.0 
108.6 
6.1 
4.2 
-
96.9 
42.5 
11.4 
10.7 
4.0 
118.3 
110.2 
31.1 
48.0 
24.6 
107.1 
58.2 
11.1 
11.1 
22.5 
Total 118.5 160.6 195.6 278.9 165.5 332.2 210.0 
Bpinephelids 
Epinephelus tauvirui 
E. undulosus 
E. malabaricus 
Epinephelus spp. 
33.7 
44.3 
26.6 
44.5 
28.7 
32.2 
28.4 
68.2 
38.4 
56.9 
68.7 
130.2 
121.9 
151.4 
29.7 
44.1 
99.3 
142.9 
21.5 
40.7 
187.3 
221.6 
60.0 
54.6 
84.9 
108.2 
39.2 
63.7 
Total 
Other perches 
Scolopsis bimaculatus 
Diagramma spp. 
Siganus spp. 
Grand total for perches 
Goat fishes 
Parupeneus tndicus 
P. cinnabarinus 
Upeneus sulphureus 
U. vittatus 
U. sundaicus 
Upeneus spp. 
Total 
Silverbellies 
Leiognaihus dussumieri 
L. berbis 
L. bindus 
L. daura 
L. breviroslris 
L. splendens 
L. equulus 
Gazza minuta 
Secutor insidiator 
S. ruconius 
Leiognaihus spp. 
149.1 157.5 294.2 347.1 304.4 
256.8 
117.7 
38.7 
456.4 
103.3 
49.4 
438.8 
176.7 
19.4 
335.6 
85.8 
15.6 
282.8 
60.5 
14.0 
1,456.3 1,930.4 1,995.8 1.271.7 1.587.0 
210.7 
4.1 
85.7 
120.3 
86.1 
5.1 
217.6 
15.3 
130.7 
104.7 
80.1 
16.8 
362.9 
7.2 
220.0 
215.2 
185.3 
25.5 
257.8 
12.3 
125.0 
116.8 
128.6 
10.0 
233.7 
16.0 
67.2 
67.4 
139.4 
26.6 
512.0 565.8 1,016.1 650.5 550.3 
523.5 
589.6 
120.2 
11.4 
2.547.2 
242.7 
14.8 
101.1 
91.8 
104.7 
36.0 
591.1 
397.8 
215.7 
17.9 
112.9 
22.2 
19.5 
316.7 
110.1 
53.8 
13.9 
412.5 
159.5 
90.0 
126.1 
65.3 
19.9 
17.5 
332.1 
246.4 
143.6 
12.5 
497.8 
475.5 
145.3 
116.6 
45.8 
48.7 
42.6 
404.0 
356.1 
225.8 
30.4 
Total 1,280.5 1,625.4 2,388.6 
524.6 
229.2 
404.4 
111.0 
31.6 
49.3 
43.1 
425.6 
465.8 
250.9 
30.8 
,566.3 
624.6 
202.4 
189.1 
119..0 
25.2 
45.6 
39.8 
681.7 
327.6 
131.4 
28.5 
2,414.9 2,925.2 
296.0 
393.3 
110.7 
24.7 
2,027.5 
254.2 
11.6 
121.6 
119.4 
120.8 
20.0 
647.6 
874.1 
293.4 
258.5 
112.7 
27.3 
55.7 
48.7 
724.2 
374.9 
120.9 
34.8 
555.2 
262.6 
184.2 
97.6 
51.4 
40.3 
35.2 
480.7 
313.6 
154.4 
25.2 
2,200.4 
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Species Year 
1989-'90 1990-'91 1991-'92 1992-'93 1993-'94 1994-'95 Average 
Threadfin breams 
Nemipterus delagoae 
N. Japonicus 
Nemipterus spp. 
82.4 
31.4 
-
942.5 
16.5 
-
573.6 
61.5 
-
1,046.3 
87.6 
10.2 
1,210.8 
38.1 
4.0 
2,137.9 
82.7 
6.6 
1,065.6 
53,0 
3.5 
Total 513.8 959.0 635.1 1,144.1 1.252.9 2,227.2 1,122.1 
Sciaenids 
Otolithes ruber 
Johnius maculatus 
J. dussumieri 
Johnius spp. 
Johnieops one us 
Protonibea diacanthus 
127.8 
117.4 
27.4 
-
-
6.6 
69.1 
181.2 
37.8 
18.8 
-
17.0 
98.8 
164.4 
19.5 
4.4 
17.6 
12.8 
67.3 
63.3 
10.9 
1.8 
4.8 
7.7 
245.3 
220.7 
11.3 
3.2 
8.5 
11.6 
320.2 
48.5 
43.8 
16.6 
8.0 
43.0 
154.8 
132.6 
25.1 
7.5 
6.5 
16.5 
Total 279.2 323.9 317.5 155.8 500.6 480.1 343.0 
TABLE 7. Effort in boat days and landings oj mackerel, seerjlsh. barracuda and carangids by trawlnet at Tuticorin Fisheries 
Harbour during 1990-'96 
Year 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-'96 
Average 
Effort 
26,732 
24,382 
31,069 
32,107 
33,278 
31.231 
29,799.8 
Mackerel 
147.8 
192.3 
122.9 
150.4 
124.6 
237.7 
162.6 
Seerfish 
: 
: 
i 
: 
176.5 
67.2 
189.6 
283.6 
296.2 
t57.8 
245.1 
Barracuda 
442.3 
764.1 
681.4 
632.2 
1,721.3 
1.740.6 
996.9 
Carangids 
1,006.5 
1,997.1 
1,475.3 
2,254.2 
1,957.9 
2,892.8 
1,930.6 
Overall 
fish catch 
11,725.8 
15.355.0 
14,831.9 
17.278.5 
22,453.0 
24,443.8 
17,681.3 
TABLE 8 Species composition and estimated landings ofalljlshes landed at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour (1994-'95) (in tonnes] 
Species 
Lethrinlds 
Lutjanids 
Serranids 
Silverbellies 
Nemipterus spp. 
Shark 
Rays 
Skates 
Upeneoldes 
Sciaenids 
Scolopsis bimaculatus 
Siganus spp. 
Sphyraena spp. 
Stolephorus spp. 
Saurida spp. 
Sillago spp. 
Cat fish 
Chtrocentrus 
Scomberoides 
Hilsa spp. 
Catch (tonnes) 
971.2 
332.2 
527.1 
2,925.2 
2,227.2 
186.0 
988.2 
80.4 
623.4 
590.1 
589.6 
11.3 
1,721.3 
568.3 
809.8 
186.0 
113.0 
103.5 
15.8 
383.1 
Species 
Thrysa spp. 
Red baits 
Eels 
Mackerls 
Squid 
Cuttle fish 
Polynemids 
Pomfrets 
Gerres 
Caranx caranx 
Sektroides leptolepis 
Decapterus spp. 
Megalaspis cordyla 
Other carangids 
Soleidae 
Cynoglossus spp. 
Psettodes erumei 
Other fishes 
Total 
Catch (tonnes) 
642.6 
308.8 
36.8 
124.3 
1,687.6 
595.3 
109.1 
17.7 
53.7 
422.8 
588.5 
124.1 
121.8 
700.7 
12.4 
8.7 
16.2 
3,154.0 
22.677.8 
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8 4 1 MAJOR AND MINOR FISHERIES HARBOURS OF INDIA 
7. THE FISHERIES HARBOURS AND FISHERY ALONG THE NORTH 
TAMIL NADU AND SOUTH ANDHRA PRADESH COASTS 
There are four functional fisheries harbours 
in the north Tamil Nadu-south Andhra Pradesh 
coast, viz., Chennai (major), Nizampatnam, Cud-
dalore and Pazhayar (minor). A medium harbour 
in Pondicherry is under construction. There is a 
temporary jetty in Krishnapatnam and a fish lan-
ding platform in Pulicat. The layout and the 
details regarding the harbours are given in Fig 3. 
NIZAMPATNAM 
FISHERIES 
HARBOUR 
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i. 'WATtR *• FWL sum.Y STATION 
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8. LAUNCHINS RAMP 
«. acATYARD J, CAR PARKINS 
a EltCTRICITY »- TBANSFORMEI! STATION 
". hATER TOWER 
Fig. 1. The lay out of the Nizampatnam Fisheries Harbour. 
1-5 and Tables 1-3, respectively. 
Nizampatnam : The harbour was designed 
to accommodate 120 boats Fig. 1. However, 360 
trawlers have been registered here. At present, 
Royya (length: 10 m; 65 hp engine), Sorah (11m; 
95 hp) and Sana (14 m; 95 hp) type of trawlers, 
Navas (Kakinada type of plank-built boats of 
11-14 m length: 16-20 hp), fibreglass Navas (12 
m; 16 h p), fibreglass Theppas (12 m; 7 hp) and 
catamarans (motorised and non-motorlsed) ope-
rate from this harbour. Trawl nets, gill nets. 
hooks & lines and shore seines are being opera-
ted.The major fishing areas of the trawlers is bet-
ween Nizampatnam and Machilipatnam upto a 
depth of 50 m. 
Krishnapatnam: Though a survey was con-
ducted about 20 years back to construct a fishe-
ries harbour, there is no progress so far and the 
fishing vessels land the catch in six temporary jet-
MADMS nSHERKS HAMOUR 
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ST0IIA4I1W>1I 
Fig. 2. The lay out of the Madras Fisheries Harbour. 
ties in the Krishnapatnam port. About 70 traw-
lers operate from these jetties. Most of the catch 
is sent to Madras in insulated vans by private 
companies. 
Chennai : The construction of the Madras 
Fisheries Harbour commenced in 1973 and was 
completed in lQ84. The total harbour area is 60 
hectares and the depth of water during low tide 
is 6 m Fig. 2. The tidal amplitude is 1 m. Inspite 
of the landing facilities, all the vessels land the 
catch in a narrow stretch of sheltered beach 
adjacent to the fisheries harbour. The trawler 
owners engage catamarans to transport the 
catches to this landing stretch and use the wharf 
only to berth the vessel. 
There are 480 trawlers in Madras Fisheries 
E. Vivekanandan, R. Paul Raj, K.V.S. Sesbagirl Rao, G.C. Lakshmiata, L. Chidambaram, A. Srinivasan and M. Radhakrishnan, 
Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Chennai - 600 006, India. 
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Fig. 3. The lay out of the Pondicherry Fisheries Harbour. 
Harbour. Of these, 180 are small trawlers of 
10-11 m length (65 hp), which undertake daily 
fishing off Chennai. There are 300 larger trawlers 
of 13-15 m length (100-120 hp), which under-
take multiday fishing lasting for about a week 
and trawl off Nizampatnam, which is about 315 
km north of Chennai. Both these types of traw-
lers fish at a depth of 15-80 m. In addition to 
lAST 
CUDIM L^ORE 
I F I S H E W I S HARBOUR 
SEi. &"•"< 
Fig. 4. The lay out of the Cuddalore Fisheries Harbour. 
these trawlers, there are 20 mechanised pablo 
boats which operate gillnets off Chennai. The 25 
motorlsed and 200 non-motorised catamarans 
operate gill nets, hooks & lines and bag nets off 
Chennai. 
There are processing industries in the Fishe-
ries Harbour as well as in Ennore and Adyar, 
which aire owned by the Tamil Nadu Fisheries 
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Fig. 5. The lay out of the Pazhyar Fisheries Harbour. 
Development Corporation. 
With the increasing number of multiday traw-
lers, the fishing intensity off Nizampatnam has 
very much increased, leading to decline in catch 
per effort of trawlers based at Chennai, Krishna-
patnam and Nizampatnam. There are frequent 
clashes between fishermen of these contiguous 
fisheries harbours of Chennai and south Andhra 
Pradesh in sharing the limited coastal fishery 
resources. 
Pondicherry : Although there is good poten-
tial for marine fisheries development, there is no 
sheltered harbour for fishing vessels in Pondi-
cherry at present. There is a proposal to con-
struct a fisheries harbour at Thengathittu near 
Pondicherry. The project would include (i) provi-
sion for landing and berthing facilities to mecha-
nised fishing vessels, (ii) construction of shore-
based establishments and (iii) distribution and 
marketing arrangements for fish and fisheries 
products through the proposed Fishery Terminal 
Organization. 
Cuddalore : The original fisheries harbour 
has become defunct and is not used at present. 
However, the Spoil Island jetty, which belongs 
tothe Cuddalore Port Department was renovated 
at a cost of Rs. 10 lakhs in 1985-'86 and is at pre-
sent used as the fishe-
ries harbour. There is 
facility for berthing 
60 mechanised fish-
ing vessels in 3 rows. 
There are two private 
processing plants 
near the fisheries har-
bour. The catch is 
marketed locally and 
also in Chennai and 
Kerala. 
Pazhayar : The 
Pazhayar Fisheries 
Harbour was commis-
sioned in 1986 at a 
cost of Rs. 67.32 
lakhs. There is 
berthing facility for 
75 mechanised ves-
sels. There is a 44 m 
landing wharf but separate berthing quay is not 
available. 
There is no restriction on fishing in any of 
these harbours except the ban on fishing by the 
mechanised vessels wathin 3 km from the shore. 
As there is decline in catch per unit effort, it is 
suggested that at least the effort of trawlers opera-
ting from these harbours may be restricted by 
the concerned state authorities. 
General remarks 
In Nizampatnam, Krishnapatnam and Chen-
nai while the annual potential yield is 48,358 t 
only the present yield is 50,679 t. As marketing 
infrastructure there is one auction hall at Nizam-
patnam, Chennai, Pondicherry, Cuddalore and 
Pazhayar. The only management measure practi-
sed at present at all the six fisheries harbours is 
the imposition of a ban for the mechanised ves-
sels from operating within three kilometres from 
the coast. The suggestion made for a sustenance 
fishery is to restrict effort by the trawlers. Particu-
lars of the six fisheries harbours are given in 
detail in Table 1. The percentage compositions of 
the mechanised and non-mechanised catch 
along with the dominant groups of fishes from 
each harbour are represented in Table 2. 
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TABLE I . Details of Jisheries harbours located in north Tamil Nadu-south Andhra Pradesh coast. 
Parameters 
Layout 
S ta tus 
Cost of construct ion 
(in lakhs Rs.) 
Nizampatnam 
Enclosed 
Minor 
315 
Berthing capacity 60 MFB +60NMFB* 
Draft (m) 
Wharf length (m) 
Processing industr ies 
(capacity : tonnes/day) 
Ice plant 
Cold storage 
Freezing plant 
Frozen storage 
Chilled storage 
Walk-in cooler 
2 
-
-
3 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Kr i shnapa tnam 
Enclosed 
Temporary Jetty 
Not constructed 
-
-
-
Nil 
-
-
-
-
-
Ennore 
3 
1 
7.5 
50 
7.5 
Nil 
Chenneii 
Enclosed 
Major 
1.297 
500 MFB 
6 
495 
Fish. Har. Adyar 
100 5 
50 Nil 
4 1.5 
200 5 
Nil Nil 
Nil 1 
Pond iche r ry" 
Enclosed 
Minor 
9 6 3 
350 MFB 
1.5 
332 
Cuddalore 
Enclosed 
Minor 
10.74 
60 MFB 
1.5 
218 
2 
2 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Pazhayar 
Enclosed 
Minor 
67.3 
75 MFB 
1.5 
44 
5 
2 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
MFB : Mechanised fishing boat; NMFB : Nonmechanised fishing boat: •• under construction. 
TABLE 2. Details q/" marine Jish production at the various Jisheries harbours in 1995. 
Particulars 
Total catch (tonnes) 
Mechanised catch (%) 
Motorised catch (%) 
Nonmechanised catch (%) 
Dominant group* (%) 
Croakers 
Shrimps 
Crabs 
Mackerel 
SllverbeUles 
Threadfln breeuns 
Goat fishes 
Lesser sardines 
Oil sardines 
Whitebaits 
Cephalopods 
Carangids 
Nizampatnam 
9,457 
75.4 
15.0 
9.6 
14.5 
7.7 
8.2 
7.1 
6.8 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Kr i shnapa tnam 
2,971 
86.5 
8.0 
5.5 
7.0 
21.9 
11.5 
-
15.4 
4.8 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Chenna i 
38,251 
98.2 
0.2 
1.6 
9.6 
7.0 
-
-
14.6 
12.7 
7.9 
-
-
-
-
-
Pondicherry 
6,995 
60.6 
39.4 
-
-
-
-
9.6 
6.0 
-
-
11.8 
10.0 
4.0 
-
-
Cuddalore 
14,896 
84.5 
-
15.5 
-
11.1 
-
-
14.3 
8.1 
-
-
15.5 
-
7.9 
-
Pazhayar 
11,095 
90.7 
-
9.3 
-
-
6.8 
-
6.6 
-
-
-
20.7 
13.8 
-
13,6 
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8 4 2 MAJOR AND MINOR FISHERIES HARBOURS OF INDIA 
8. FISHERIES HARBOURS ALONG THE COASTS OF 
NORTH ANDHRA PRADESH, ORISSA AND WEST BENGAL 
The present account gives information about 
the three major and five minor fisheries harbours 
along the coasts of north Andhra Pradesh, Orissa 
and West Bengal (Fig. I). 
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Fig. 1. Location of major and minor fisheries harbours along 
the northeast coast of India. 
Visakhapatnam Fisheries Harbour 
Visakhapatnam (17° 40*N, 83° 18'E) Fishe-
ries Harbour is one of the major fisheries har-
bours in the country. The execution of the con-
struction work of the Visakhapatnam Fisheries 
Harbour was initiated in January 1976 by the 
Visakhapatnam Port Trust. The total cost of the 
project was Rs. 4.26 crores which covered an 
area of 2.4 hectares. The construction work of 
the harbour was executed in four stages. The 
first phase of construction was started in Janua-
ry 1976, the second phase during 1980-'81, the 
third phase in 1988-*89 and the fourth phase 
during 1989-'90 and completed in 1991. The leng-
th of the landing quay was 503 m in the first 
phase and 1,720 m in the second phase with a 
dredged depth of 2.0-6.0 m for landing and 
berthing of different types of mechanised vessels 
throughout the year. The basin Is protected by 
the break waters and the normal wave height is 
0.30 m in almost all the months of the year. 
The capacities and facilities of the Visakha-
patnam Fisheries Harbour complex are given in 
Table 1. The harbour has a dry-dock with 300 t 
slipway to undertake vessel repair work, has 
spacious workshops (30 x 70 m) and three larger 
fuel bunks to supply fuel directly from the stora-
ge tanks to the mechanised vessels through pipe 
line system. 
The other important facilities available in the 
fisheries harbour are power, water supply and 
maintenance facility, auction hall, fish drying 
yard, processing plants, ice plants, roads for 
public transports, two signal stations of which 
one for the safe entry of boats into the harbour 
and the other for weather warnings, administra-
tive offices, training institute, trade union offices, 
shopping complex, canteens, shelters and sitting 
arrangements. 
In the Visakhapatnam Fisheries Harbour 
four categories of mechanised vessels, such as 
small mechanised boats (9.6-11.2 m), sonaboats 
(12.7-14.2 m}, mini trawlers (14.0 - 16.4 m) and 
large trawlers (23.0-27.0 m) are in active opera-
tion for the commercial exploitation of prawn and 
fish resources. The operational details of these 
vessels are presented in Table 2. The distance 
and depth of operation, total fishing hours, total 
number of hauls, diesel consumption and ice 
loading capacity vary depending on the daily or 
long voyage fishing operations carried out by 
these vessels. 
The average annual effort expended and the 
catch offish and prawns by the four categories of 
fishing vessels are given in Table 3. The annual 
average catch of fish and prawn has been estima-
ted at 3,330 t, 4.030 t, 4,872 t and 20,328 t by 
the small mechanised boats, sona boats, mini 
and large trawlers respectively. The cph of fish 
Prepared by : V.S. Krlshnamurthy Chcnnubhotla. K.M.S. Ameer Hamsa, M.V. Somaraju, C.V. Seshagiri Rao. M. Cbandrasek-
har K Narayana Rao. R.V.D. Prabhakar. P.V. Krishna Rao. Sukdcv Bar. Sapan Kumar Ghosh. Pulln Behari Day, Bijoy Krish-
na Barman and Swapan Kumar Kar. Visakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam - 530 003. India. 
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was estimated as 16 kg in small mechanised 
boats, 7 kg in sona boats, 21 kg in mini boats 
and 62 kg in large trawlers whereas the cph of 
prawn was 3 kg each in small mechanised and 
sona boats, 9 kg in mini trawlers and 26 kg in big 
trawlers. 
The production value, operational cost and 
income for a single unit of each category of mecha-
nised vessel are computed and given in Table 4. 
From the values it could be seen that the net inco-
me of a single unit of each category of the vessel 
is reasonable and the percentage income per 
unit works out to 45.93 % in small mechanised 
boats, 60.52 % in sona boats, 61.85 % in mini 
trawlers and 50.42 % in big trawlers. 
Paradeep Fisheries Harbour 
Paradeep 20° 18 'N, 86 ' 38'E) serves mainly 
as a commercial port than a major fisheries har-
bour. The harbour was constructed at a cost of 
Rs. 3.81 crores but not yet commissioned for ser-
vice. There are four finger jetties for berthing, 
each having a length of 302, '254, 200 m and 176 
m respectively with an equal width of 50 m in bet-
ween each jetty. The length of the landing and 
repairing quay is 466 m and the dredged level 
depth vary between 3.0 and 12.5 m. 
The Fisheries Harbour has the berthing faci-
lity for 500 mechanised trawlers of the size range 
10-15 m OAL. The harbour has a deep basin 
where there is provision to accommodate 50 deep 
sea trawlers of 23 m. The other facilities such as 
ice plants, processing plants and marketing 
infrastructure are not available in and around 
the harbour. The average annual production of 
fish and prawn at Paradeep by the mechanised 
vessels was estimated as 12,782 t (Table 1). 
Sankarpur Fisheries Harbour 
Sankarpur Fisheries Harbour (21° 48'N, 87° 
52'E) forms a major fish landing centre in Midna-
pur District of West Bengal. The first phase of the 
construction of the harbour complex started in 
1983 and was completed in 1987. The second 
phase of construction initiated In 1994 was com-
pleted in February 1996. The total cost of the con-
struction was Rs. 5 crores which covered a 
ground area of 20 hectares. On completion of the 
second phase, the harbour has berthing facility 
for 400 mechanised vessels. 
The harbour is enclosed by break waters on 
either side with a dredged depth of 6.0 m during 
low tide. There are 140 small mechanised traw-
lers, 2 deep sea trawlers and 150 gill netters in 
Sankarpur Fisheries Harbour. The other facili-
ties available in the harbour are an auction-cum 
packing hall (90x14.5 m), slipway, repairing 
yard, ice plant, fuel pump, public transport, offi-
ce building, electricity, water supply and can-
teen. At Sankarpur Fisheries Harbour the avera-
ge annual catch of fish and prawn was estimated 
as 2,300 t (Table 1). 
Roychowk Fisheries Harbour 
This is a minor fisheries harbour on the 
upper region of the Hooghly River in West Bengal 
(22° lO'N, 88° lO'E). The harbour was construc-
ted at a cost of Rs. 1.07 crores which includes the 
processing complex of an area of 5.1 acres. The 
length of the jetty is 97.2 m with a width of 12.22 
m. There were three deep-sea fishing trawlers ope-
rating from here but the harbour is not in opera-
tion since 1990. 
Diamond Fisheries Harbour 
This harbour which is adjacent to Roychowk 
(22° 14'N, 88° 20'E) also functions as a minor 
fish landing centre on the upper region of the Hoo-
ghly river in West Bengal. There is no proposal 
yet to undertake any developmental scheme or 
construction work in this harbour either by the 
state or central government. The harbour has 
since been used by the fishermen at their own 
Interest. There are 4 trawlers and 130 gillnetters 
operating from this fisheries harbour. The proces-
sing industries and ice plants are located nearer 
to the fisheries harbour. The annual average pro-
duction of fish and prawn was estimated as 
3.743 t (Table 1). 
Dhamra Fisheries Harbour 
This forms a minor fisheries harbour on the 
river Dhamra in Orissa coast, 20° 48'N, 86° 
50'E). The harbour was constructed at a cost of 
Rs. 1.05 crores. The length of the landing quay is 
200 m with a berthing capacity for 30 trawlers 
and 20 gillnetters. The depth at landing quay is 
2.0 m. There are ice plants and an auction hall in 
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the harbour complex. The annual average catch 
of fish and prawn was estimated as 5,827 t 
(Table 1). 
Astarang Fisheries Harbour 
This is a minor fisheries harbour in Orissa 
coast (10° 56'N, 86° 18'E). The Government of 
India has sanctioned Rs. 4.94 crores for the con-
struction of the fisheries harbour. The construc-
tion work was stopped half-way and the project 
was abandoned. Later some of the structures con-
structed were damaged by floods and the har-
bour became defunct. 
There is a private Jetty at Nuagarh which is 
10 km away from Astarang. Trawlers from Asta-
rang and Paradeep use this jetty for fishing 
operations. 
Fresiurgunj Fisheries Harbour 
This forms a minor fisheries harbour on the 
Hooghly river in West Bengal (21° 45'N, 88° 
18'E). There are about 200 small mechanised 
trawlers being operated from this harbour. Other 
details on this harbour are not available. 
Remarks 
The contribution so far made by the fisheries 
sector towards creation of employment opportuni-
ties, supply of protein food, and earning of 
foreign exchange is significant and bears a promi-
se for further expolitation of the enormous resour-
ces. It Is well known that the fisheries harbours 
play an important role In the exploitation of the 
marine wealth of the country. In view of the 
importance of the fisheries harbours it has beco-
me necessary to develop additional facilities and 
to take care for the proper maintenance of the 
fisheries harbours. In this context it is stressed 
that urgent steps may be taken by the state and 
central governments to complete the pending 
works in some of the fisheries harbours and also 
to construct more fisheries harbours along the 
coastline wherever required. 
The authors owe a debt of gratitude to State 
Fisheries and Port officials of Visakhapatnam, 
Orissa and West Bengal for providing informa-
tion, on the fisheries harbours relating to their 
respective areas. 
TABLE i. Major and minor fisheries harbours along the coast of north Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal 
Location of 
fisheries 
harbours 
Visakha-
patnam 
Paradeep 
Sankarpur 
Roychowk* 
Diamond 
Harbour 
Status 
Major 
Major 
Major 
Minor 
Minor 
Cost of con-
struction 
(Rs. in 
crores) 
4.26 
3.81 
5.00 
1.07 
1.07 
Berthing capacity 
Small 
mech-
anised 
trawlers 
450 
500 
140 
-
-
Traw-
lers 
71 
50 
2 
3 
4 
Gill-
netters 
-
-
150 
-
130 
Proce-
ssing 
indus-
tries 
26 
-
-
6 
Ice 
plant 
4 
-
1 
1 
9 
Production(t) 
Fish Prawn 
23,537 9,023 
10.163 2.619 
-
3,720 23 
Total 
32,560 
12,782 
2,300 
-
3,743 
Other facilities 
Dry dock, auction hall, 
flsh drying yard, public 
and private transport servi-
ce available 
— 
Auction and packing hall 
and private transport servi 
ce available 
— 
— 
Dhamra Minor 1.05 
Astarang * Minor 4.94 
Fresurgunj *' Minor 
30 
200 
20 5,762 65 5,827 Auction hall and private 
transport available 
* Not in operation. 
** Particulars not available. 
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TABLE 2. Details of bottom trawling from Visakhapatnam Fisheries Harbour 
Particulars 
Length of vessel (m) 
Number of boats 
Horse power 
Duration of voyage 
Area of operation 
Distance from shore (km) 
Depth (m) 
GcEir 
Number of hauls/unit 
Duration of each haul (hrs) 
Fishing hours/unit 
Man power/unit 
Diesel consumption/day) 
Ice (t/unlt) 
Fishhold capacity (t) 
Small mechani-
sed boats 
9 .6- 11.2 
280 
68 
12 hrs - 5 days 
Between Pudi-
madaka and 
Calingapatnam 
5-15 
15-150 
10-60 
Shrimp trawlnet 
3-18 
2-3 
6-50 
5-7 
100 
0.5-2 
2 
Sona boats 
12.7 - 14.2 
120 
98-110 
12 hrs-15 days 
Upto Sandheads 
5-15 
300-700 
10-70 
Shrimp trawlnet 
3-60 
2-3 
6-150 
6-9 
120 
8-10 
10-12 
Trawlers 
Mini trawlers 
14.0 - 16.4 
53 
150-240 
15-20 days 
Upto Sandheads 
15-25 
300-700 
30-100 
Shrimp trawlnet 
60-90 
3-4 
150-250 
8-10 
800 
20-25 
10-15 
Big trawlers 
23.0 - 27.0 
153 
380-580 
30-45 days 
Upto Sandheads 
15-25 
500-700 
30-110 
Shrimp trawlnet 
120-150 
3-4 
250-400 
12-15 
1.200 
With deep freezer 
20-30 
TABLE 3. Average annual effort and catch offtshing vessels operated from Visakhapatnam Fisheries Harbour 
Particulars 
Standard units 
Long voyage units 
Fishing hours 
Total fish catch (t) 
Fish catch/unit (kg) 
Fish catch/hour (kg) 
Total prawn catch (t) 
Prawn catch/unit (kg) 
Prawn catch/hour (kg) 
Total flsh and prawn catch (t) 
Small mechani-
sed boats 
24.408 
-
1,76,452 
2,831 
116 
16 
499 
20 
3 
3,330 
Sona boats 
23,430-
-
4.21.732 
3.066 
131 
7 
964 
41 
3 
4,030 
Trawlers 
Mini trawlers 
-
406 
1.65,410 
3,410 
8,399 
21 
1.462 
3.600 
9 
4.872 
Big trawlers 
994 
2,30.590 
14,230 
14,316 
62 
6,098 
6,135 
26 
20,328 
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Table 3. operational cos 
sels operated from Visak 
Particulars 
Small 
mechanised 
t and income fr}r the fishing ves-
hapatnam Fisheries Harbour 
Trawlers 
Sona 
boats 
Production value/unit (Rs.) 
Price of flsh/kg 15 
Price of 64 
prawn/kg 
Fish sale/unit 1,740 
Prawn sale/unit 1,280 
Total sale/unit 3,020 
30 
112 
3,930 
4.592 
8,522 
Mini 
trawlers 
20 
160 
1,68,000 
5,76,000 
7,44,000 
Big 
trawlers 
20 
160 
2,86.320 
9,81,600 
12,67,920 
Particulars 
Small 
Operational cost/unit (Rs.] 
Diesel and oil 1,000* 
Ice 
Labour 
Total 
Income/unit 
* Single day. 
•• Multi-day. 
150 
483 
1,633 
1,387 
Trawlers 
Sona 
1 
1,500» 
500 
1,364 
3,364 
5,158 
Mini 
1.20,000" 
15,000 
1,48,800 
2,83,800 
4,60,200 
Big 
3,75,000" 
-
2,53,584 
6,28,584 
6,39.336 
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9. FISHERIES JETTY AT MINICOY, LAKSHADWEEP 
At Minicoy, fish catches are landed on the 
beach adjacent to the villages on the lagoon side 
during fair season, October to April-May and the-
refore a fisheries harbour in its strict sense does 
not exist there. The boats are anchored in the 
lagoon near the shore. However, there is one fishe-
ries jetty which mainly facilitates the pole and 
line boats to come and sell the tuna to the can-
ning factory. The details of the jetty are as follows: 
Approach facility : 
Length 
Width 
Berthing facility: 
Length 
Width 
Cost of construction 
Nearby processing facihty 
Remarks 
147.1 m 
3.0 m 
8.5 m 
5.3 m 
Rs. 24 lakhs 
A tuna canning 
factory is located 
near the jetty 
Eventhough the potential yield of tunas from 
the seas around Lakshadweep has been estima-
ted as 50,000 to 90,000 tonnes, the average pro-
duction from this area is only 6,300 tonnes. 
In Minicoy, major part of tuna catch after 
TABLE l. Catch details for 1994-'95 (in tonnes) 
Fish species pole & line Trawl 
Skipjack 
Yellowfln 
Other tunas 
Bill Ashes 
Wahoo 
Dolphin flsh 
Shark 
Carangids 
Barracuda 
Others 
Total tuna catch 
Total flsh catch 
969.0 
99.4 
1.4 
1.1 
2.9 
2.7 
0.5 
1.5 
1,069.8 
1,078.5 
11.2 
5.3 
1-1 
3.3 
0.6 
2.0 
1.4 
0.4 
0.3 
16.5 
25.6 
their local consumption is converted into 
"Masmin" and are sold to dealers in Calicut, Man-
galore and Tuticorin. During good catch, a part 
of it is also sold to the canning factory for making 
canned tuna. As the other fishes landed at pre-
sent are quite negligible, they are used for local 
consumption only. 
The tuna pole and line fishery at present ope-
rates within a narrow belt around the island. So 
the success depends on the availability of tuna in 
the ground, its response to hooking and availabi-
lity of sufficient bait fishes. Hence the following 
line of action would help to develop and sustain 
the fishery. 
(1) The fishermen are now unable to expand 
Prepared by : M. Sivadas, Minicoy Research Centre of CMFRI, Minicoy. Lakshadweep, India. 
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the area of fishing because of their inability to go 
to distant fishing areas that are forecast by remo-
te sensing technique. Installation of navigational 
aids will help to a great extent in venturing to 
areas hitherto not fished. 
(2) In certain months, the catch will be very 
poor despite the availability of fish in the ground 
due to a phenomenon called 'non-biting by 
tunas'. Moreover, the pole and line fishing is at 
times affected by the non-availability of sufficient 
baitflshes. To circumvent these problems diversi-
fication of the fishing techniques by introducing 
gill-netting may be tried. 
(3) The high catch rates of fishing from 
schools associated with floatsam indicate the use-
fulness of floating fish aggregating devices for aug-
menting the tuna production. 
(4) The coral colonies which harbour the live-
bait fishes are prone to destruction as a result of 
siltation from indiscriminate dredging and 
blasting. Therefore these activities should be 
minimised as far as possible. 
(5) The introduction of larger boats with 
adequate navigational aids and storing facilities 
for 4-5 days of fishing mainly long lining is worth 
trying. Already some fishermen have come for-
ward to try this. CD 
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sram^ EPTTSfr ^ f % ^ 1987-88 t ^J^ f ^ ^f%^ 
s^TcT l^d<ui, ¥ ¥ ^ 3nf^  ^ 3rE[Tr w r 1 1 ^snr ^ "jf^  
t ^cm T ^ % 5^Rtjr p^HT wmi ^ isoo m ^ ?. % 
"jf^  f l ^ % 5^TW 1988-89 ^ TT^sn^ I^ TW OTqW 
^ ePt t I 400 ^rW'l tfrdt W y l^cHd ^flf ^ wrdT 
^<r^J| f^eTTT F^r^ TfT 200 cTTW 5?. W ^ trtrn" I 
IT¥R1^% srf^RiRr 3T^ TTW % ^ ^ ^ T f ^ M 
# 5 t W f^ c|<u| Tft% f ^ ;5fT^ I I 
yi'=fefri* 3ra?RTT FTFf t f ^ j^frar 1 1 fe gwf % 23 
^ T ^ % ^^3{jt cT^ : ^ 30 f% ^ ^ 35 ^ . 
T^TTf % ^ S^T^^ ^ # TR^FqTf ^ I I 5 ^ 15.5 ^ 
e j ^ % 335 qtdt ^ g^ neHT W t ^ t I 
^r?rfcr 
W % ^ s n t f^efTT i ^ ^6*1^ ^ ^ ^NHI 1944 
33 
^ H^ft Weft t I 
qr ^ ynwi^t t I i # qw( ^ srariw %^ ^ 
^ % ^ T^TWC ^ y^Ndl % m^ 202.9 oTM ^. 5^ 
3fk ylct^i^ 1,500 s^ Tn5# fMcT q^ cT 11 
FTr%r ^ T ^ % HT^ t ^3TTtr % ^ ffq# F^ T 
sfk -ii+icim 'llcHm+d'i^ % ?^ ^ 3N^ c M ^ qq^ 
f^m%# q^ r ^ ^ I l f^ rqtrf ^ q ^ m # n i^feiql 
qTr^rm" %fen^  q^iq^ mwr ^ ^ 1 1 
^ ?t^ qr ^ mq5R, Tr^ ari^  sfk Truant ^fq^rft ^ 
% ^t^qrf q^TKT ^ j^fm ^m ^ ?^q ^ q^^ r w I I 
sqm # Weft t f% i^RiH 3Tf^ *<ui1 % Tqm ?r 
i T ^ 3 # ^ qq5^ % 3R?TTDT ^ f^MdM %%q; 
836 m?:cT ^ ^ 3ftT %5t% ^ wp\ 'Ttm^srir 
t I ch-lfd* Tjm 300 ^ c ^ ^ % cTZ sfK W^ 
m\i^f^^^ srp^cT 11 wcf t^q^Hi f rw=A 
qtrn"'5ra', trqi ;§r^  afir qiq? ^ qlwjnT I <rr^ 
4Hifcw=ft tfrcTTsarat % arcTim w 28 Traioft ST^ CTW 
% ^ ^ t t 
qrqfeqi ^iw qiT JTRPT qsicr ^ ^qsr "SIHI^I CTS:" 
TTirrf ciz % <mdc5ij M t f ^ w w I I ^ ^ 
TTiJcft ST^ rRW 1956-57 % 80,000 f^ rf^ RT^  S^ ^ 
1995-96 if 2,18,000 f^'i^[^ HTf cTqi ^ 'PTT I 
1956 ^ nw % gi^ nTH^ % WT^ qrqfeqi t %^w 2 
ij^e^d qtcft er I arnjf q f t ^ qtcft ^ tmr 4,844 
cfqi ^  q ^ I affr %^^ ^OTT qj^ r^sr f ^ t STM 902 
f^+iy i^flrtT w y r 
^ g ^ TTrFq^  f^ f^ rqTT anflrf^ mrr 1986" w^j; q^ f ^ 1 
H^U\M\ % q j^fq^ qiT w ^ q ^ f^ q i t ^ qt?ft m 
^^-smm w T^cFPf ^ ^ i% r^ Trqr I q i ^ qt?ft q^  
Piii'T|ui ^w^ afk qtqrrqcT ^TTPPT q^ r q^RTR" i ^ 
#5f^ c T ^ t i o ^ f r ^ c r q i q ^ r ^ qtqTmrf Tcwq-
qtcft^if^ 3rRflT?r f^qr qqr 11 
^nft ^fTc^^ q^«5rqt qf S T ^ ^ M q:qi ?fT«q W ^ 
% f ^ cb-lfdch T^TqiTT % "qvffsqir ^rW-l qtcTT'^ PT 
^[^^(Jl yii^=h<"l 3Tfl|Pl<JH, 1986" W j ; qi^ f ^ I 
iftarr 
qtm TTW ^  r^q^ Tq" 104 f% f^t qft CR:\?3T 11 
30-40 q^ RT^  q ^ qit 2000 ^ f^t ^ 3 ^ 
dc<^ lt^ '^ l^^  I I ^rqt ak cTRfepqt anfstqi ffe t q ^ 
^^f^iiT I afrr 3ger arcfcrr^  % 55% fqqsi qtq^FT 11 
?¥ i^f^ w<=iTl qit 75^ qjf^ qt'q' sq^ rlsEr q f f ^ ^ 
w # aftr ^mt ^ qrgfrr affr f?rer WCT f^ w^, 
anf^  Tqm^ qiT%^ qiqiFTTT qnt % ^trsftqiw 11 
^ qiT q^ 3qt an? ^ rfm^ ^x^mn ^ , wni^ % ?ft. ifv. 
34 
837 ^TR^ ^ ^ sftr ^ TTcW^ f^trrr^ SRT 
?^ sTKTzpT ^ TfefTT 5%ur cfjriftict, % dML|i41 ?r 
T ^ - T T T ^ (3CTTT +'l'ld=h f^ TcTT) ^ f^ «T?r ITC^=ER 
I F ^ ^ 3 ^ 3fk 4 m w w ^Jsrq- t I 
441=fed HrWH ^^efi" # anW^iRxTT^ ^ 'ffcTT'Sra-
f^nrrt 11 w ^ y- i^i^ id g w F^TR ^ (^^ f^w#^ 
sftr ^ f ^c l ^ i l ) , ^ ?tqm, f ^ J^TM sffT f ! J c t ^ 
^ t I ?¥ ^ % ij^cfed ^fw HrW-i y^ j^d: ^ gHT 
f%^ S^ffrTT I I «slgf^c|^ij 1 ^ f^PT^ ;B79JTr, I I W ^ sffi 
TfW qtcn">5Rt t cT^ fl" ^ ^ ^ t l FRT f ^ cRi 100 
TJt cT^ # WTTf ^ ^ Rc|^<^ TTr^ ?Pf ^ ^ I | 
y^ i<?n f^ % ^ ^ im % I ^ W9r I t (t 293) 3 
y ^ tfmr'5Rt ^ # ^ 11 STM ? ^ ^t^m ^FT ?f# 
^ ^ t ^ f% ? ^ ^ Rtcff # ^|f^g#q- ^ 
T^c^ T^T ^ ferq; T I M ^ f ^ T^TTT affr f f j t ^n r^ fM 
cT^ 5f?^ t I (IT^ feRft^ t t - 30 -32 "^Mt) # 
cT^  % f^^TSW ^ # 25 Tfl" TTlTTf t ftW y ^ H d ^ 5 ^ 
l l ^rm # arf^ qTdT % f^^ RW 3ftT f^I5>^ ^ mofr t 
^ fk^mK ^ w^ dt s [ f^ wfizwi % 3 
g ^ ^ 4 ^ m w TTcW^ tfTfTTi^ nTr ^ 1871 ^MT, 
293 ^ ^HMT, 245 f | ^ Pr^f J^TM 3fk 19 <H"41^1< 
?# f f 2400 ^ 3 T f ^ ^ t f r ^ tfrcTf W y ^ H ' l ^ I I 
sTsqipf ^Erwr TTTT ^ t 51 glePT srgcK^ #;v^  
?^ ^R %^ ^ ^^ iMisTcTT ^  t f% f^ ?T^  ^  2TT 
f^ Tiir qfcT Tt^  I I ijdiic^d sfk s^HtfcT ifmt w 
f^im^ 3TFt f%^ WPTT t I I^ JRTit ^ ^ %%ir 95 
crra" i f ^ f ^ w f w t (31-10-95 ^ ) i 
qr ^ w 3q^T6£r ff^smf srp- S^TT I i TJ^ ^ # 
> f ^ l^^'i mm^ w TOTW gf^ sfT w^ g ^ 
?%W cbdfd* ^ 951 3^ m f ^ 74 ^ c^TF?: % 
1150 Z^ m % SIT)- 23 ?ftcT #^1#mt, 124 mRcTT % 9 
t^WSTT 'm^ 30 3^ ErrftciT % 9 * f ^ ^^fp? 3fk 160 
z^ EfiRm" % 20 TTc^ ^T^ tcfps: g^mw I I 
d^KH spi aflTT 
TTFT^ afrr TTT^q- ^ ^ ^ ^ 1994-95 % ^TPT 
^ t ^ SRT ^c'TrSFf W5Tr^ : 47,315 sfk 18,708 2^ 
3Tf^ R5Rr vjuRliil W 3Tfri1%^tFf ^trfT l l 
H^5rrr 1 1 
TJW m^5R sftT ? f ^ f ^ U ^ T l f r ^ ^ fkwr 
+ d i d * TTW SRT ^pf l f , 1986 ^ ? r g ^ HIITWCITI 
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1987 t f%^ mr I ^ srfferf^ TJT^  P^Hf^n^d ^T# 
(1) srqitfcr M P^Tt ;e#fT ^ # TTC^ P^T q ^ ^ 
3 ^ 3Txj% qrrrT ^ q^+<ui I 
(2) f % ^ ^ ^ TTc^^Ff %I%TT TTc j^pT qtcTf ^ 
(3) f ^ i K ^ % iTr?JT^ ^ fclPliJH'i, Pl4^u| ^T 
(4) f^ ^ ^ t iTc^ irT ^ m r^ ' M ^ wn" t 
(5) ^ ^^ nfrrqt ^  TSfTg" qr f u ^ t ^ t m ^ % 
(6) TTcW^ f^efTT ?nW PlR-^d ^5T^ I 
'raft" f ¥ arfM -^^ PT w 1986 t enrf; ?r% tn; ^ 
5^T^ chmj'dij'i snfr ^ ^ f l ) ^ T J ^ I I 1995 ^ 
cb-lU* T^T^ TR % I ^ 3ff¥ r^qTT W qiW WT 'TT^  ^ ^ 
t M W M c^b<u| '+.l4P:ld J^FT %f^ ^ ^ 331^ I" I 
^ m^R % W [ ^ sfiT q t # ^ #fTT ^ ^ ^ ^ % 
^ ?t?n" I I ?M t +'li<i4i F!:^ iR ^ 1 ^ ^ 31 
% ^ ^ ^ W^ t I W " J ^ ^ ^VTK f^TfR ^ 3^1TcT afrr 
TlJcft ^ Wcf I I !{i*c|K ^ #^^5T ^T# g - ^ f M 
t HrWH ftcTT I I ^ ^ ^ tw^^ qSRSfr I I 3T^ TRUT 
%?g" % f^RR: sfiT cft^ t^WSPT kHIniJ sffT cfrf ^ 
Miti^ H 3^ rws6r I I ^ : ^ Tiir T^ jfer^ rt ^ Ffpfrq" 
^ ITJT qur ajK an? ^ ws^ Mm %^, ws^ ^ '^ ih. 
8 3 9 m ^ ^ ^ aftr ^ H-^ ^^ TTT 
5. T^T^  wit ?T^  ^ ^ sftr ^ 
W ?IM m ^<?Wd y^M^I WtcTT IMT I I 3|<j^=^d 
?¥ ^ t y-^ iieid gw ^vnr t i w ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^T^ "jg^ Tn5# ^ 5ft?r, 5^Bfe M F , tcTFf 3fK 
§f l i n^PTTT 100 ^ mt w y^icn ^ w t ftcn I 
f^ pT% vrf^ 0.2 ftf^riR 2^ w 3m?rw 3ii=hfeid f%^ 
J^TTrrrl I 
838 m ^ ^ ^ aftr ^ ^rWH 'ft^^iPT fg r^v^^awf r^n^^^ t rp rss^n^^ . % 
it^ triT TTtJcfr aracTw %^ ^ QfTvm" 100 ^ r^rt 
?^-%^^f^m^ qMwm- % SRT tT^ ^ w fMw 
% f^ ydM % WK fM q ^ ^ sra^ #)f%tr w an^ |l 
W qtcTT'SW ^ q ^ ^ ^^TR: 3ftT 13;^  ^ 
TT?^ JiMt ^ q t q^ f ^ t l ^ f 1 ^ ^ ^rwwrenr 
36 
trra" 30 trrr ^ snf^ % tr^ ^ w^ aftr 100 q[fr ^ 
^ iiITT iT^ 3IR a n ? ^ ««444< « > # T - ^ % XT. TTorrfcT I R T 
840 w^ ^ ^ aftr # ^ TR?5qnr qkr^snr 
6. f^^ +)RH mf^dCi ^ m ^ 
^feiff^T ^ifc^ciTl qtcTT^ sra- ^TKcf % ^ f ^ cTfJr^ 
qtcTr>5rqt t 6 ( ^ g^ FTT trg- g g ^ | | c||fi)|rkj<t, affT 
2.1 ^f^ ^ W^ ^ ^ 17 q ^ % ^ ^ 1968 t f ^ 
KfT I f¥5f5r ^ 2.7 q^)S- I I W ^KTR" 3fT 5^n: WZ % 
450 i j ^ ^ r f JToRf % f ^ ^ f ^ l l ^ ^ ^ W f 
800 ^ sffT EfT^  ^ T T ^ 3 Tfr I I 
3ra t^r5RT ^ 3RT ^OTTT 
f%#T sfR W ^ ^ ^ ^ §q gmti" W ^<«id ^ 
f ^ ^ I I w ^ qT?%3 ^r^^mscf ^^^nr ^ 
3qel6er I I c#rQf=TTf JHIlfcWcf?) chl<Ml'>!iH f % ^ ^T 
3iici?i|chdi q ^ qr ^ ^ferq; f^w: 11 
chl<4J\!in % 3r#T q ^ ^ ^^TR: 4)14<d t I qtcTT'sra" 
q t qr ^ # oq^ FTT 1 1 
?fe^ff^ #, 3fk ^ afrr wTwi 13 q n ^ 
tm^^ Ffiq^ q5rziTcr I I w^ t anir F n q ^ # # 
f^n#r 1%^ vJiT^  ^ H ^ <icm^ % ^RTFT ^ ^ 
i ^ I^H 8 n f ^ # % Sjil.d^'ild'JIH Sq f^ser t I ?^ qq5# 
% 3ifciR4d ^ rTTjfr ^ gr^ TT-^ %qt % f^ qTJR ^ 
^ fCr I ^ ^ ^ ?t 3 r f ^ TTliJofl- o4im0 ^ t I ^ 
wl^M^^y, gwpr, ^tf?r (^), p - q ^ , cTRcfr, ^^f 
STT^ WTO 4t^^, d<HH 4^1 ^ ^ ^ d f e i m , ^ K T ^ , 
t r ^ - ^^n^ , F T M , TJfe f^ i^fra-, ^r%#, ?ff?r, ^ ^ , 
^ ^mW, f^cid^y, ^5feT f ^ , ?fHt-, ^ ^ sfiT ^nr 
f ^ t ^ t I f ^ 3iBict,iiii ?tq?r# w cnlDiRkj f ^ f v r 
ij^«fed g r ^ ?r ^ 11 
?¥ ttrcTTssm- ^ %^cT f^TKTR" 3TR5K % ij^c^d 
qrt^ 3f5rw t (1911-15) ^ 4 * ^ ^mt # 
q^5^ % q i ^ q^^ ^f?r ^5^ «Jt I 1965 s^ q^ 5i-
1213.6 cT/¥ ^ TFfr I f ^ ^R- ij^c^d jtteFT, ^ 
^K 1970 Tj- ^^^ t ^ 5 ^ zjW ^ ^ | f I 
5^?[cTT I 1% sft^ Tcf 22, 453 S ^ W 3|WcTW g l ^ ^ 
ftcTT t sfiT iTiflT ? r g ^ ^leT^ % ^3#T; ??M t WlWl 
1,720 ST W 3T^cTW ?tcTT I I ^ T ^ ^ q'^fMT ^^cT 
fflTt f^elTT ^ T ^ g f ^ l=fl5Qfr ^feirr f ^ ^ 5 ^ sfk 
q f^MT W ^ 50 ^ 100 ^ cT^ 3tk ^ ^ ^5^ 300 ^ 
5friTr 3cqKT 1986 t 1996 c1^ % ^ W^ t 
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^ r i ^ 3ik?T 353.0 CT % I^T^ r 103.4 ^  775.2 S^ fRo 
^ T^T I ? ^ ^ 3 R r ^fir^cmEw T g ^ err I 
H i^P^ i^d w 3rr^ 5f%cT ^ T 1 ^ ar^crw 3 6 . 8 1 5 0 . 9 ^ 
w^ m\ I g ^ j^Trfrrqt v/^/cy<^ sft^mzw, 'ft. ^tmm 
sfk^psii^fw «fr I ^  Hfrf^rn^ r^ g ^ #. ci^+i^< 
i^l^ihH^ ^\[hM\ ^ sr^cTW 55.8 t 575.5 ^ 
cT^ ^ TPTT I dMf^ ^Tl'il' % 3|c|rl<u| ^ 5T T^rcT ^ ^ 
f^ Tmf Tit I ^ [ ^ % ^5if^  p - # ^ q k 3fn: % # # 
^ ^ifct^l' w amcTT^ |3rr I ^%^ # m^ w{ ^ I 
#^rf%w, ^feq#rg¥ afrr %Trf%^ % sr^crWr ^ ^ 
# ^ ^ # ^ err I ^^ M*d<^ M ##r^ H ^ 3 f ^ ^ 
^fTFT i%^ J^frcTT I I f^ T f^ertT tr^ WS\ %rriT %^ 
^qefcer I- I ^njofr % f^MUM t cTTt |TT ^ TT!5#/fft7r 
df^ chlR-l TTlfrW^ qtcIT'JR- ^ ^ i r^^ ^ c^TP^  ^  T^5^ 
% qfe^FT tiRrrr Sir^ R^T^ W^ ^^efser ?trfT l l T^Wt 
II 
I 5P- - "Jlrr f^.m 450/ - ?; H^lBi^ld ylcT f%^  
1250/- ?; ^Rlfey qirr f% ¥r 55/^; c^t^^lPlj^ ^ 
f%^  60/^; M ^ gfcf f% ^ 52/ -^ ; e tmf^^i 
"jfrr f% ^ 30/^;, gwf^f ^ felT 1 8 / - ; ^^ q<d<JilH 
9% f^  ^ 3 0 / - ^; ^^f^ gfrT [%^ 25/^ ; M'^4\ 
^ f%¥r 20/^; g ^ "Jfrf %W 40-100/^; #T¥r 
^ f%.¥r 20-30/^ I f^ TOt ^ J^rrqpr afrr s r ^ M 
^ f^^ SRcT I I p " 3ftT t ^ % f^ FR t rTcT 'ift 
Rr^ PTcTT t 
^wlll W ^ ^rf^ ^^Ri 5191 2 ^ '^ sfr^ TcT 
q^il' % r^T«T 7,634 Z^ I I ^cfrrr^ TTcW^ ^^T? 
SIIIRKTTT ^ f ^ T q^5i- # yrf^ rr^ ^ qfqr 11 3^: 
?" r^##nT sTTTt ^ wra" ^ ^ r ^ w T^^ JCTT 1 1 JTCT ^ 
^ arfcTFR^^ r^  # t^TT^^ ^ I I 
^ ^ % 3Tf^ Tfiw w<[ # r ^ ¥ m ^ ^ ^ 1 1 
T^TTf % smm w^ w^ w^^ ^ ^ vmm ^^ r^ 
orr r^^ icTT I I ^ f ^ t^^ SDJ g?rw ^ q | ^ %Rn^ 
y^mr ^ ^ t <?I<I^ CII<HI srrf^ oq r^ affr w^ ^ ^ t 
8 4 1 m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ TT^^^FT ^TtrfTssnr 
^CTR cri^m^TTg-1 "^ H\V^4^ t^uM ^sr^fer f ^ Trqr 1 1 s n ^ ?¥ ^ftcrrw ^ ^ r ^ (lo # e i ^ , 
gferWJ t iTt5ofr% 31c|d<u| %f^ XT^ W 2 ^ t I 
Pi'jimM^d'in : w^ ^^{M'i\ 120 ^ M ^fepq; 
f ^ w^ qr I ^rat^ 3r^ 360 5 ^ w Mv41ch<u| T^ 
65 3jiicjiiif>d f^fT^), ^ ( 1 1 ^ ; 95 3r. w) sfrr ^Tt^ 
(14 Tfr ; 95 3r.?r) jrefT, ^rrm¥ (11-14 'ft e^rf; 
16-20 3r.^. % +iRh'ii^i ^ y-^iRid ^^n^^ - f^ i ^ 
qtdt % cTTf %), 4iU«siwm rrrm^ (12 # ; 16 sr.^), 
q)U6KMi^  cT^w (12 ^ ; 7 3r.^) 3ffT qjsrfff^ 
(^ 'idl^ '=fed 3fiT mm^) w y^M-i f¥ qtcTT'srJr t ^ 
38 
HtS^ftw^TFT % ^ % 50 # T j ^ % ^ t l 
^ 20 w^ q ^ iT^ ^ §Fr "^mn m, ^f^ snfr CT^  
^ y ^ ^ § f t I ^^TJW qrcPf % 6 3R5qFfr 
% f t ^ t q^5^ W aracTW f%^ s^ncTT I I WJWl 70 
WSm : TTSra" +1lfrW'=|T) qtcfT'SR- W RmW 1973 t ^ 
5 t ^ 1984 ^ ^ f%^ 8TT I ?^ qlW'srq' W ^ f^ ^cTR 
60 ^ 3fk PiHvj^iOi^ 3r^np!TT t J^TW i^^ l" ^ ^ 6 'fr t l 
j^grf^ qr f^^rfiT i ^ 1 1 s r a T T w g f ^ ^ q r ^ ^ 
tft?r qW'sra" % g f ^ ^ n^^ mssr q ^ i5ll: ?tT ^ snrit 
q^ 5¥ w srgciw ^ ) ^ 11 j iert % ^ nfcr^ ^idmO-fl % 
wRcr ?^ Fn^ qr q^ 5;g-cTT^  13ftT ^Tz w ^q i^lTT f M 
qW S M ^ f^elTT f ^ vJTTcTT t I 
TT5T¥ H\\}^<^ tffcTT'W t 480 JT^ I I ?^ ^ 
180 # t 5 1 ^ I ^ 10 -11 # eNrf 3f|- 65 3T^ 
?rf% % t I ^ ^ 'T?^^^ ^ I I ^T# 380, 13-15 
ifr md 3ffT 100-120 3w?rf% % ^ jf^rr t I ^ 
w ^ I PiviimMdd'i^ t arpTTfpT W)T^  11 dq<J<w ^ 
q^ 5R % JleR 15-80 ^ # I W f t Tc^ ^T^ ^v[^ I I 
20 qpcTt q ^ ^ I I 25 ^1d)0^d sfk 200 mwp\ 
^ iTH tnp anr snf ^ ^ntm sr^ ftapr %^, T^SRT ^ f. 
t^^-t-MtiH, SIR. 'if5f TM, %.^. iTH. JmPiO tfar, ^ . ^ . 
842 W^ ^ ^ afrc ^ lTr^?R 
8. 3rFimr%?r; i:i(m aftr 
^TTM ^ f w RicHich< cft^ ^ 3ik qNr ^ ^iR^^fl 
f^siiiyqdd'i^ +iif>wcft qtcTT'srq- I 2.4 t ^ % ?¥ 
1976 t 5Tt^ f%JTT qr f^m^fen^ 4.26 ^ 5 ^ ^. ^ ^ 
fan" I ^  1991 ^ wm Rr#T 'jTT f^ I 
H<J^d %%cr 300 Z^ vjl<?1Md<u| irq" ^ Rf^ teT ^ M 
f f f ^ 3f|T ^ - ^ clcfiijiim ^ ^t^K M ^ 
v3TW, f^^fcfr, ^*+ld, 'Cl^ HIH ^3^, T S ^ g^IT^ 
l^ TfT^ qzs^ TTT HiR^<^ qlcrr^ sra" t -^ iKy+K % 
? H t ^ qtc?f ^ ^ 4 f f ^ qtcT (9.6 - 11.2 ^ -
#TT qtcf, Rrf^ f^eRT (14.0-16.4 ^fr) affT ^ ^ 
•^ t ^ ^ tfr?r, #Tr q ^ , RrRr sffr ^ l^eRf 
t ^m^ 3fk # T t ^ m f ^ sff^Rf tR5^ W)^ T^ : 3330, 
4030, 4872 affr 20328 2 ^ 3fR#rcT f ^ J^fRTT t I 
q c ^ q ^ % dcMK^  sR, y-^ HH aRT sffr arm-
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tRrPT % ?iT t ^Kfh- W 3fflr^ H^c^ t I 3.81 ^ ^ 
cR) sfPT ^%tr ^ ^ ^ I I IT^ 302, 254, 200 3f|T 
176 'ft otwrf % ^ i^K ^ns I 3fk ^Tc^ w ^ ^n^ % 
^ 50 fft W Tm^ "^mf I I ST^ cR^  3ffT TTTT^ TT 
ms # crarf 466 ^ I I 10-15 ^ mWJ^ % 500 
M-^d^^ 5imr^^^m% # ^ j f ^ w s^q^ rsgr 11 ingf 
23 ^ 3TPTFT 50 W^ WiR ^mfj" ##iTr T ] ^ ^Ht ^ 
gfl'err ^ t I ^ kHiniy mm^ ^^u^, f^M"n 
arwrspTT snf^  spq- gfcmnt w 3Tef^ ^ I I 
dcMlct-l 12,782 2^ 3j|=hf^ d f ^ TCfT | l 
^\*<^< HiirW+n ^«5nT 
W^TW fMq- 1983 ^ m^ ^ t ^ 1996 tRcft ^ ^ 
f 3ITI 20 t ^ % ?¥ qteiT'jrq" % f^n#r # i f ^ 5 ^ 5 ^ 
^ w ( r ^ fsrr I ^ 400 ^ H t ^ ^ r ^ % fero; g f ^ 
W 'tfcTT'^ ra' % ^Ht m ^ cTW ^ ^ 3 n ^ I I 
m 140 ! ^ ij^cfed ^ , 2 T T ^ ^TR ^TeR 3Tk 
150 i ^ J^TIW t I W %TFr q;^ ?P57T % f ^ rr^ 
^?T, ^oUctd^ui-Thr, 'TTWTcf ^ ^ "W^ , qft^FT, 
tiifcw^ft qtcTT'sm- # 3^ ;^^Tcr ^ # ^ tR5s- 23.00 HTT 
<NTJ\+ illIcW+1 qtm>M 
qf^ ^nr tnm w 1:^ 5^tsr qtcTT'srq- I T F T ^ 
iTif^ ^?^^ tfmr'srq" l 1.07 ^v^ ^ w^ ^f^ i^rw f^ TRfur 
f ^ «TT I w ^ tmtpT ^^ iT r^w # I I %^ # 
^RTf 97.2 ^ sffT ^Jfr^ 12.22 f^t I I ?¥ i^tcTT'^  ^ 
3 ^ r ^ wm 5 1 ^ w y^H-i ^ «^ %f%^  1990 t 
^ qtdT'^ nT w^ 11 
I ^<4Hu^ iilfc^cft qtcTT>5rq- I ? ^ f ^ W ^ f^efXT Ji^ 
WMC ^ 3ftT t ^ ^ ' ^ WMK # 3TtT ^ f M " ^ 
liW^n" w R^cfw ^ I f ^ 'jft TT^ sri^  arqit ^ ^ I F 
q1w5R- w ^^HM ^5^ t I zrst 4 51m afn 130 
Pror3TT# ^ y- i^on ?tciT I I I^1CW=IT1 ^^^ % 
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